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ADJUNCTION IN THE ABSENCE OF IDENTITY
HANKYUNG KO, VOLODYMYR MAZORCHUK AND XIAOTING ZHANG
Abstract. We develop a bicategorical setup in which one can speak about adjoint 1-morphisms even in
the absence of genuine identity 1-morphisms. We also investigate which part of 2-representation theory of
2-categories extends to this new setup.
1. Introduction
Let A and B be two categories and F : AÑ B and G : B Ñ A two functors. One says that pF,Gq is an adjoint
pair of functors if there are bijections BpF X, Y q – ApX,GY q natural in X P A and Y P B. This latter
condition is equivalent to the existence of so called adjunction morphisms ε : FG Ñ IdB and η : IdA Ñ GF
satisfying εF ˝ F pηq “ idF and Gpεq ˝ ηG “ idG. This reformulation allows one to define adjoint pairs of
1-morphisms in the general setup of bicategories, which, in particular, covers 2-categories, monoidal categories
and strict monoidal categories. There is a catch, though: all this requires existence of some kind of genuine
identity 1-morphisms (or unit objects), and, sometimes, an introduction of such an identity into the category
might look very artificial.
Consider the following example. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra over a field k. The category A-proj-A
of projective A-A-bimodules is closed under tensoring over A. However, this category is not a monoidal
category in general, as the regular A-A-bimodule AAA is not a projective A-A-bimodule unless A is semi-
simple. So, if one wants to define a monoidal category, one needs to artificially add AAA to A-proj-A, cf.
[MM1, Subsection 7.3]. If A is self-injective, it turns out that, in this extended monoidal category, every object
has both a left and a right adjoint, cf. [MM1, Lemma 45] and [MM5, Section 7]. And the presence of AAA
seems crucial to be able to establish this fundamental property. The same phenomenon, i.e., the necessity of
adding an identity, motivated the notion of J -simple finitary 2-category, see [MM2, Subsection 6.2] and the
construction of a 2-category associated to a two-sided cell of a fiat 2-category, see [MM1, Section 5].
The main motivation for the present paper is to formulate a setup in which one could work with dual objects
(or adjoint 1-morphisms) of monoidal (resp., bi-) categories in the absence of a genuine unit object (resp.,
identity 1-morphisms). The main idea behind our answer is to require certain lax and oplax units to exist
(this idea appeared during a discussion with Marco Mackaay when working on [MMMTZ1]). At first glance,
this might sound as cheating as we do still require some kinds of units. However, we do think that the idea
is nontrivial. The main reason for this claim is the fact that, in module categories (resp., 2-representations),
our lax and oplax units are usually not represented by the identity functors. In the setup of fiat 2-categories
as described in [MM1, MM3], our lax units correspond to the so-called Duflo involutions as defined in [MM1,
Subsection 4.5].
Another inspiration for the present paper stems from the comparison of the theory of finite groups or monoids
versus the theory of finite semigroups. One might think that the difference between semigroups and monoids
is very small, since given any semigroup which is not yet a monoid, one can always add an external identity
element to turn it into a monoid. However, the study of simple groups, monoids, and semigroups reveals
a striking difference between the theories. A simple group is a group which does not have any non-trivial
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quotients. Similarly, define a simple monoid (or semigroup) as the one which does not have any non-trivial
quotients (in semigroup theory the term congruence free is usually used instead of the term simple in this
context). It turns out that finite simple monoids are, essentially, finite simple groups (up to possible addition
of an external zero element). At the same time, the theory of finite simple semigroups is significantly richer,
see e.g. [Ho, Theorem 3.7.1]. A major issue in the case of monoids is the fact that all non-invertible elements
of a finite monoid form an ideal: if this latter ideal is not a singleton, one can factor it out to get a proper
quotient of the original monoid. So, again, we see that presence of a “global unit” causes “problems” which
can be “resolved” by withdrawing the requirement on its existence.
We emphasize that our new setup for the study of adjoint pairs which we define in this paper is not completely
independent from the classical one. The notion of an adjunction we define is equivalent to the classical
one (compared, e.g., to a different notion of adjunction of semifunctors studied in [Ha]) and hence admits
reformulation in terms of proper identities. This is explained by the property that the (op)lax identities we
work with, although being themselves not necessarily represented by the identity functor in a 2-representation,
are always represented by a functor which has a natural transformation to (or from) the identity functor, thus
giving a possibility to relate our adjunction to the classical one.
Let us now briefly describe the structure of the paper. Section 2 is devoted to the introduction and preliminary
analysis of our setup. In Subsection 2.1, we recall the definitions of a 2-semicategory and various versions of
(op)lax units in 2-semicategories and formulate our main definition: Definition 2.5 of a bilax-unital 2-category.
To simplify arguments and proofs throughout the paper, we often use diagrammatic calculus for computations
with 2-morphisms. The main ingredients of this diagrammatic calculus are also set up in Subsection 2.1. In
Subsection 2.2 we recall diagrammatic abelianizations of additive categories and its analogues for bi- and 2-
categories in our setup. Subsection 2.3 describes the notion of a 2-representation and the 2-category which these
2-representations form, adapted to our setup. In Subsection 2.4 we adapt the notions of algebra and coalgebra
object to the setup of bilax-unital 2-categories and further, in Subsection 2.5 we adapt the corresponding
notions of (co)modules. Subsection 2.6 contains our main definitions: there we define the notion of adjoint 1-
morphisms for bilax-unital 2-categories and establish their basic properties: uniqueness of the adjoint, adjoint
of composition and how adjunction gives rise to certain algebra and coalgebra 1-morphisms.
Section 3 is devoted to a detailed study of our protagonist in this paper: fiax categories. These are defined
in Subsection 3.1. In Subsection 3.2, with each fiax category C we associate a fiat 2-category Cˆ with weak
units (i.e., weak identity 1-morphisms). In Subsection 3.3 we describe how certain 2-representations of C can
be lifted to 2-representations of Cˆ . In Subsection 3.4 we describe how (co)algebra 1-morphisms can be lifted
from C to Cˆ . The rest of the subsection is devoted to the study of the connection between 2-representations
and (co)algebra 1-morphisms, following [EGNO] and [MMMT]. The main technical problem in our case seems
to be the check of unitality axioms, as the main difference between our and the classical setups is exactly
the absence of genuine identity 1-morphisms. We discuss internal homs in Subsection 3.6, apply internal
homs to connect 2-representations of Cˆ with (co)modules over (co)algebra 1-morphisms in Subsection 3.7, and
develop an analogue of Morita-Takeuchi theory in Subsection 3.8. In the latter, an important role is played
by (co)tensor products, which are discussed in Subsection 3.5. In Subsection 3.9 we describe correspondence
between coalgebras and 2-representations. Finally, in Subsection 3.10 we recall the basic combinatorial notions
for additive bicategories and adjust them to our setup.
In Section 4 we provide a number of examples. Our motivating example is the category DA of projective
bimodules for a finite dimensional self-injective algebra A which is given in detail in Subsection 4.1. The
corresponding 2-category CA was defined in [MM1, Subsection 7.3]. A major difference between our DA and
the 2-category CA from [MM1, Subsection 7.3] is the absence, in DA, of the regular bimodule (which is the
unit object in the monoidal category of bimodules). Instead, we have lax and oplax units, given by Duflo
1-morphisms in the corresponding left cells, which are projective bimodules (the regular bimodule is, usually,
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not projective). This emphasizes our main point: compared to our DA, the 2-category CA from [MM1,
Subsection 7.3] does look artificial.
Some further examples, in particular, fiax categories associated to two-sided cells of fiat 2-categories and the
category of projective G-modules for a finite group G, are briefly discussed in the remaining subsection of
Section 4.
Acknowledgments. This research was partially supported by the Swedish Research Council and Go¨ran
Gustafsson Stiftelse. We especially thank Marco Mackaay in conversation with whom the main idea behind
this paper crystalized. We thank Gustavo Jasso for information about adjunction of semifunctors.
2. Bilax 2-representation theory
Let k be an algebraically closed field. We assume that all categories (and functors, etc) are additive and
k-linear. If not mentioned otherwise or clear from the context, all categories we work with are assumed to be
small.
2.1. Bilax-unital 2-categories. We first recall the definition of a 2-semicategory.
Definition 2.1. A 2-semicategory C consists of
‚ a class ObC of objects;
‚ for each i, j P ObC , a category Cpi, jq, whose objects are called 1-morphisms, morphisms are called
2-morphisms, and the composition is called the vertical composition, denoted by ˝v;
‚ for each i, j, k P ObC , a functor (called the horizontal composition)
hi,j,k : Cpj, kq ˆ Cpi, jq Ñ Cpi, kq;
which is (strictly) associative, that is, we have
hi,k,l ˝ pIdC pk,lqˆhi,j,kq “ hi,j,l ˝ phj,k,l ˆ IdC pi,jqq.
For simplicity, we write GF :“ hpG,Fq, for any 1-morphisms F P Cpi, jq,G P Cpj, kq, and βα :“ hpβ, αq, for
any 2-morphisms α : FÑ H in Cpi, jq and β : GÑ K in Cpj, kq. Here we omit the subscript of the horizontal
functor h when there is no confusion. Due to the strict associativity, we could write F1F2 . . .Fn (whenever it
makes sense) for the composition of 1-morphisms F1,F2, . . . ,Fn, where n ě 3.
We depict a 2-morphism α : FÑ H in Cpi, jq diagrammatically as follows:
j iα
H
F
In partcular, the identity 2-morphism idF on F is simply drawn as:
j i
F
F
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The vertical composition can be depicted by the vertical concatenation of diagrams. The strict associativity
justifies drawing horizontal composition as horizontal concatenation. Functoriality of the horizontal composi-
tion implies the interchange law, that is, for any 1-morphisms F,H P Cpi, jq,G,K P Cpj, kq and 2-morphisms
α : FÑ H in Cpi, jq and β : GÑ K in Cpj, kq, we have:
(2.1) j ik
α
β
H
F
K
G
“ j ik
α
β
H
F
K
G
We drop the labels (for objects and 1-morphisms) unless they are necessary.
Definition 2.2. Let C be a 2-semicategory and i an object in C .
(1) A lax unit in Cpi, iq is a triple pIi, li, riq consisting of a 1-morphism Ii P Cpi, iq and collections of
natural transformations li “ plj,iqjPC and ri “ pri,kqkPC , called the left and right lax unitors, where
lj,i,´ : hpIi,´q Ñ IdC pj,iq and ri,k,´ : hp´, Iiq Ñ IdC pi,kq,
depicted as
F
FIi
and
G
G Ii
for any 1-morphisms F P Cpj, iq and G P Cpi, kq, respectively, such that
(a) idG lj,i,F “ ri,k,G idF, for any 1-morphisms F P Cpj, iq and G P Cpi, kq, that is:
(2.2)
G
G
F
FIi
“
F
F
G
G Ii
(b) ll,i,FH “ lj,i,F idH, for any 1-morphisms F P Cpj, iq and H P Cpl, jq; moreover, similarly,
ri,t,KG “ idK ri,k,G, for any 1-morphisms G P Cpi, kq and K P Cpk, tq, which implies that
there is no ambiguity in the following diagrams:
(2.3)
F
F
H
HIi
and
G
G
K
K Ii
(2) A lax unit Ii “ pIi, li, riq in Cpi, iq is said to be split if both lj,i,F and ri,k,G are split epic, for every
1-morphism F P Cpj, iq and every 1-morphism G P Cpi, kq, respectively, i.e., there exsit 2-morphisms
αF, βG (not necessarily natural in F and G) such that lj,i,F ˝v αF “ idF and ri,k,G ˝v βG “ idG,
respectively.
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(3) An oplax unit in Cpi, iq is a triple pI1i, l
1
i, r
1
iq consisting of a 1-morphism I
1
i P Cpi, iq and collections
of natural transformations, l1i “ pl
1
j,iqjPC and r
1
i “ pr
1
i,kqkPC , called the left and right oplax unitors,
where
l1j,i,´ : IdC pj,iq Ñ hpI
1
i,´q and r
1
i,k,´
: IdC pi,kq Ñ hp´, I
1
iq,
depicted as
F
F
I1i
and
G
G I1i
for any 1-morphisms F P Cpj, iq and G P Cpi, kq, respectively, which satisfy the duals of the respective
coherence axioms for lax unitors, that is,
(2.4)
G
G
F
F
I1i
“
F
F
G
G
I1i
where F P Cpj, iq and G P Cpi, kq, and there is no ambiguity in the diagrams
(2.5)
F
F
H
H
I1i
and
G
G
K
K
I1i
where F P Cpj, iq,H P Cpl, jq,G P Cpi, kq and H P Cpk, tq.
(4) An oplax unit I1i “ pI
1
i, l
1
i, r
1
iq in Cpi, iq is said to be split if both l
1
j,i,F and r
1
i,k,G are split monic for
every 1-morphism F P Cpj, iq and G P Cpi, kq, respectively.
The naturality of the left and right lax unitors li, ri can be depicted by the followig diagrams:
(2.6) α
H
FIi
“ α
H
FIi
and β
K
G Ii
“ β
K
G Ii
for any 2-morphisms α : F Ñ H and β : G Ñ K, respectively, where F,H P Cpj, iq and G,K P Cpi, kq. For
instance, if we let α be the map rj,i,F : FIj Ñ F, then the left diagram in (2.6) implies that
(2.7)
F
FIi Ij
“
F
FIi Ij
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Similarly, by the naturality of the left and right oplax unitors l1i, r
1
i, we have
(2.8) α
H
F
I1i
“ α
H
F
I1i
and β
K
G
I1i
“ β
K
G
I1i
for any 2-morphisms α : F Ñ H and β : G Ñ K, respectively, where F,H P Cpj, iq and G,K P Cpi, kq.
In particular, we have the diagram dual to (2.7) with dashed strands labeled by the corresponding oplax
units.
Remark 2.3. The evaluations of the left unitor and the right unitor at Ii, namely, li,i,Ii : IiIi Ñ Ii and
ri,i,Ii : IiIi Ñ Ii, differ in general, see Subsection 4.1 for example. At the same time, via left (resp. right)
horizontal composition with idF, for some 1-morphism F, the results are equalized by the evaluation of the
left (resp. right) unitor at F, see (3.4).
Lemma 2.4. If Ii “ pIi, li, riq and I˜i “ p˜Ii, l˜i, r˜iq are two lax units in Cpi, iq, then IiI˜i is also a lax unit
in Cpi, iq. The dual statement holds for oplax units.
Proof. It is easy to check that the composition IiI˜i has a natural structure of lax unit with the left lax unitor
given by the composition
IiI˜iF
idIi l˜j,i,F // IiF
lj,i,F // F,
diagrammatically,
F
FI˜iIi
for any 1-morphism F P Cpj, iq. For the right unitor, the structure is given by the composition
GIiI˜i
ri,k,G idI˜i // GI˜i
r˜i,k,G // G,
diagrammatically,
G
G Ii I˜i
for any 1-morphism G P Cpi, kq. 
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In particular, for any positive integer n, the composition pIiq
n :“ IiIi ¨ ¨ ¨ Iilooomooon
n factors
is a lax unit and pI1iq
n :“ I1iI
1
i ¨ ¨ ¨ I
1
ilooomooon
n factors
is an oplax unit.
Definition 2.5. A lax-unital 2-category pC , I “ tIi| i P ObCuq is a 2-semicategory C with a choice of triples
pIi, li, riqiPObC , each of which is either a lax unit or an oplax unit.
A bilax-unital 2-category pC , I “ tIi| i P ObCu, I
1 “ tI1i| i P ObCuq is a 2-semicategory C with a choice of
lax units pIi, li, riqiPObC and oplax units pI
1
i, l
1
i, r
1
iqiPObC .
For a bilax-unital 2-category pC , I “ tIi| i P ObCu, I
1 “ tI1i| i P ObCuq, a natural question to ask is the
following
Question 2.6. Does the equality
(2.9) ri,i,I1i ˝v l
1
i,i,Ii “ li,i,I1i ˝v r
1
i,i,Ii ,
or, diagrammatically,
(2.10)
Ii
I1i
“
Ii
I1i
hold in C ?
A 2-categoryC can be viewed as a bilax-unital 2-category pC , I “ tIi| i P ObCu, I
1 “ tI1i| i P ObCuq by setting
Ii “ 1i “ I
1
i, for each i, where the 1-morphism 1i P Cpi, iq is the strict unit associated to i, and choosing all
unitors to be the identities. We denote the associated bilax-unital 2-category by pC , I “ I1 “ t1i| i P ObCuq.
In this case, the identity (2.9) trivializes since 1i1i “ 1i. However, C could also be viewed as a bilax-unital
2-category with a different choice of (op)lax units. Indeed, any 2-morphism γi : Ii Ñ 1i, where Ii is some
1-morphism in Cpi, iq, makes Ii into a lax unit associated to the object i by defining the left and right lax
unitors as the left and right horizontal composition with γi respectively, that is,
lj,i,F :“ γi idF and ri,k,G :“ idG γi,
for any 1-morphisms F P Cpj, iq and G P Cpi, kq. Similarly, any 2-morphism γ1i : 1i Ñ I
1
i, where I
1
i is
some 1-morphism in Cpi, iq, makes I1i into an oplax unit associated to the object i by defining the left and
right oplax unitors as the left and right horizontal composition with γ1i, respectively. If such 2-morphisms
γi, γ
1
i are chosen for every object i, then we denote by C rγ, γ
1s the obtained bilax-unital 2-category. By the
interchange law, i.e. (2.1), we have γiγ
1
i “ γ
1
iγi “ γ
1
i ˝v γi, for any object i, and hence the identity (2.9) holds
in Crγ, γ1s.
We will answer Question 2.6 positively in Proposition 3.15 for certain bilax-unital 2-categories (called fiax; see
Definition 3.4). We suspect the answer to Question 2.6 is negative in general, so it would be interesting to
find a counterexample.
2.2. Abelianizations. Following [MMMT, Section 3], we define the injective (resp. projective) abelianization
of 2-semicategories. First recall the injective abelianization of an additive category from [MMMT, Subsec-
tion 3.2].
Definition 2.7. The injective abelianization A of an additive category A is defined as a category whose
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‚ objects are tuples ptfi : X Ñ Yiu
8
i“1, nq, where n P N, X,Yi are objects in A and fi : X Ñ Yi is a
morphism in A such that Yi “ 0, for i ą n;
‚ morphisms from ptfi : X Ñ Yiu
8
i“1, nq to ptf
1
i : X
1 Ñ Y 1i u
8
i“1, n
1q are the homotopy classes of tuples
pg : X Ñ X 1, hi,j : Yi Ñ Y
1
j q
8
i,j“1 such that f
1
i ˝ g “
ř
j hj,i ˝ fj , where ˝ denotes the composition in A
and the homotopy relation is spanned by the tuples pg, hi,jq for which there exist qi : Yi Ñ X
1 such
that
ř
i qi ˝ fi “ g;
‚ the identity morphism for the object ptfi : X Ñ Yiu
8
i“1, nq is given by pidX , hi,j : Yi Ñ Yjq
8
i,j“1, where
hi,j “ δi,j idYi
‚ composition is given by pg, hi,jq
8
i,j“1 ˝ pg
1, h1i,jq
8
i,j“1 “ pg ˝ g
1,
ř
k h
1
k,j ˝ hi,kq
8
i,j“1.
Denote by RepA the category of all (k-linear) additive functors from A to the category Vectk of k-vector
spaces. The category RepA is an abelian category (as Vectk is an abelian category). The Yoneda embedding
X ÞÑ HomApX,´q realizes A as a full subcategory of pRepAq
op. Let LpAq be the full subcategory of pRepAqop
which consists of all objects Z admitting a copresentation of the form
0Ñ Z Ñ HomApX,´q Ñ HomApY,´q
with X,Y P A. By definition, the category LpAq coincides with the category ApAopqop from [Nee, Definition
5.1.3] (applied to an additive category).
Proposition 2.8. The categories A and LpAq are equivalent.
Proof. Define a functor from A to LpAq by sending any object ptfi : X Ñ Yiu
8
i“1, nq in A to
kerp‘iHompfi,´q : HompX,´q Ñ ‘iHompYi,´qq
in LpAq and with the obvious assignment on morphisms. It is an equivalence by [MMMT, Subsection 3.2] and
the proof of [Nee, Proposition 5.1.14] using LpAq “ ApAopqop. 
By Proposition 2.8 and LpAq “ ApAopqop, we can apply the proof of [Nee, Lemma 5.1.6] and obtain the
following:
Corollary 2.9. The category A has kernels.
In general, the category A does not have to be abelian. But if A is finitary, e.g. see Subsection 3.1, then A is
abelian. By using the definition of A instead of that of LpAq, we can define the injective abelianization of a
2-semicategory C which has a strictly associative horizontal composition.
Definition 2.10. The injective abelianization C of a 2-semicategory C is a 2-semicategory with
‚ ObC “ ObC ;
‚ Cpi, jq :“ Cpi, jq, for any i, j P ObC ;
‚ composition of 1-morphisms given by
ptαi : FÑ Giu
8
i“1, nq ˝ ptα
1
i : F
1 Ñ G1iu
8
i“1, n
1q “ ptβi : FF
1 Ñ Hiu, n` n
1q,
where
Hi “
$’&’%
FG1i, for i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n
1
Gi´n1F
1, for i “ n1 ` 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n1 ` n
0, else,
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and
βi “
$’&’%
idF α
1
i, for i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n
1
αi´n1 idF1 for i “ n` 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n
1 ` n
0, else;
;
‚ componentwise horizontal composition of 2-morphisms.
Note that the 2-semicategory C can be embedded into its injective abelianization C by sending every 1-
morphism F P Cpi, jq to pt0 : F Ñ 0u, 0q and with the obvious assignment on 2-morphisms. If C is a
bilax-unital 2-category, i.e., pC , I “ tIi| i P ObCu, I
1 “ tI1i| i P ObCuq, then its injective abelianization C
is also a bilax-unital 2-category with the images of the lax units Ii under the above embedding being the
lax units and the images of the oplax units I1i under the above embedding being the oplax units, with the
corresponding unitors. However, the induced (op)lax units in C does not need to be split even if the original
(op)lax units are split in C .
Dualizing the construction above, one can similarly define the projective abelianization C of C .
2.3. Representations of bilax-unital 2-categories. Consider any two bilax-unital 2-categories
C “ pC , IC “ tICi | i P ObCu, pI
1qC “ tpI1iq
C | i P ObCuqq
and
D “ pD , ID “ tIDi | i P ObDu, pI
1qD “ tpI1iq
D | i P ObDuq.
Below we adapt to our setup the notion of a 2-representation from [MM3, Subsection 2.3].
Definition 2.11. A bilax-unital 2-functor M from C to D consists of
‚ a function M : ObC Ñ ObD ;
‚ a functor Mi,j : Cpi, jq Ñ DpMpiq,Mpjqq, for each pair of objects i, j P ObC ;
‚ two 2-morphisms
ui :Mi,ipI
C
i q Ñ I
D
i and u
1
i : pI
1
iq
D ÑMi,i
`
pI1iq
C
˘
,
for each object i P ObC ,
such that
(1) for any two 1-morphisms F P Cpi, jq,G P Cpj, kq in C , we have Mi,kpGFq “Mj,kpGqMi,jpFq;
(2) for any object j P ObC , we have
lDi,j,Mi,jpFq ˝v puj idMi,jpFqq “Mi,jpl
C
i,j,Fq and r
D
j,k,Mj,kpGq
˝v pidMj,kpGq ujq “Mj,kpr
C
j,k,Gq,
for any 1-morphisms F P Cpi, jq,G P Cpj, kq;
(3) for any object j P ObC , we have
pu1j idMi,jpFqq ˝v pl
1
i,j,Mi,jpFq
qD “Mi,j
`
pl1i,j,Fq
C
˘
and pidMj,kpGq u
1
jq ˝v pr
1
j,k,Mj,kpGq
qD “Mj,k
`
pr1j,k,Gq
C
˘
,
for any 1-morphisms F P Cpi, jq,G P Cpj, kq.
Note that the embedding from C to C is functorial. Hence, a bilax-unital 2-functor from C to D induces a
bilax-unital 2-functor from C to D .
Recall that any 2-category can be viewed as a bilax-unital 2-categories with the lax and oplax units being
the identity 1-morphisms, with the identity unitors. Denote by Cat the 2-category of small categories, which
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is also a bilax-unital 2-category. Now we give the definition of a representation of a bilax-unital 2-category
C “ pC , I “ tIi| i P ObCu, I
1 “ tI1i| i P ObCuq
Definition 2.12. A bilax 2-representation M of C is a bilax-unital 2-functor from C to Cat, i,e, it consists of
‚ a function M : ObC Ñ ObCat;
‚ a functor Mi,j : Cpi, jq Ñ CatpMpiq,Mpjqq, for each pair of objects i, j P ObC ;
‚ two natural transformations
ui :Mi,ipIiq Ñ idMpiq and u
1
i : idMpiq ÑMi,ipI
1
iq,
for each object i P ObC ,
satisfying the conditions of Definition 2.11.
The identities in (2) and (3) of Definition 2.11 can be written as
uj idMi,jpFq “Mi,jpli,j,Fq, idMj,kpGq uj “Mj,kprj,k,Gq,
u1j idMi,jpFq “Mi,jpl
1
i,j,Fq, idMj,kpGq u
1
j “Mj,kpr
1
j,k,Gq.
(2.11)
Definition 2.13. Let M and N be two bilax 2-representations of C . A bilax 2-natural transformation
Φ :MÑ N is given by
‚ a functor Φi :Mpiq Ñ Npiq, for each object i P ObC ;
‚ a natural isomorphism ϕi,jp´q : Ni,jp´qΦi Ñ ΦjMi,jp´q, whose source and target are functors from
Cpi, jq to CatpMpiq,Npjqq, for each pair of objects i, j P ObC ;
such that the diagrams
Nj,kpGqNi,jpFqΦi
idNj,kpGq ϕi,jpFq // Nj,kpGqΦjMi,jpFq
ϕj,kpGq idMi,jpFq // ΦkMj,kpGqMi,jpFq
Ni,kpGFqΦi
ϕi,kpGFq // ΦkMi,kpGFq
(2.12)
Ni,ipIiqΦi
ϕi,ipIiq //
uNi idΦi

ΦiMi,ipIiq
idΦi u
M
i

idNpiq Φi Φi Φi idMpiq
(2.13)
idNpiq Φi
pu1iq
N idΦi

Φi Φi idMpiq
idΦi pu
1
iq
M

Ni,ipI
1
iqΦi
ϕi,ipI
1
iq // ΦiMi,ipI1iq
(2.14)
commute, for any objects i, j, k P ObC and 1-morphisms F P Cpi, jq,G P Cpj, kq.
Moreover, if each Φi :Mpiq Ñ Npiq is an equivalence of categories, for every object i P ObC , then M is said
to be equivalent to N as bilax 2-representations of C .
Definition 2.14. Let Φ,Ψ :MÑ N be two bilax 2-natural transformations. A bilax modification χ : ΦÑ Ψ
is given by
‚ a natural transformation χi : Φi Ñ Ψi for each object i P C ,
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such that the diagram
Ni,jpFqΦi
ϕi,jpFq

idNi,jpFq χi // Ni,jpFqΨi
ψi,jpFq

ΦjMi,jpFq
χj idMi,jpFq // ΨjMi,jpFq
commutes, for any objects i, j P ObC and 1-morphism F P Cpi, jq.
Note that all bilax 2-representations of a bilax-unital 2-category, together with bilax 2-natural transformations
and bilax modifications forms a 2-category.
For simplicity, we will omit all subscripts of functors Mi,j associated to a bilax 2-representation M.
Example 2.15. For any object i in a bilax-unital 2-category C , the Yoneda functor Cpi,´q is a bilax-unital
2-functor from C to Cat. Chosing ui and u
1
i to be the left (op)lax unitors l and l
1, respectively, defines a bilax
2-representation of C . We call Pi :“ Cpi,´q the i-th principal bilax 2-representation. Dually, each functor
Cp´, iq also defines a bilax 2-representation of C
op,´ .
For a bilax 2-representationM of a bilax-unital 2-category C , we can define its injective abelianizationM (resp.
its projective abelianization M) by letting Mpiq “Mpiq (resp. Mpiq “Mpiq), see [MMMT, Subsection 3.4]
for more details. Then M (resp. M) is a bilax 2-representation of C (resp. C).
2.4. Algebra and coalgebra 1-morphisms. From now on, if not explcitly stated otherwise, we let
C “ pC , I “ tIi| i P ObCu, I
1 “ tI1i| i P ObCuq
be a bilax-unital 2-category.
Definition 2.16. A 1-morphism F P Cpi, iq is called an algebra if there exists a multiplication 2-morphism
µF : FFÑ F and a unit 2-morphism ηF : Ii Ñ F, depicted as
F
F F
and
F
Ii
such that µF is associative, i.e., µF˝v pµF idFq “ µF˝v pidF µFq, and we have the unitality li,i,F “ µF˝v pηF idFq
and ri,i,F “ µF ˝v pidF ηFq. Diagrammatically, the associativity can be drawn as
(2.15)
F
F
F F F
“
F
F
F FF
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and the unitality can be drawn as follows:
(2.16)
F
FIi
“
F
F
FIi
and
F
F Ii
“
F
F
F Ii
For any two algebra 1-morphisms F :“ pF, µF, ηFq and G :“ pG, µG, ηGq in Cpi, iq, an algebra homomorphism
from F to G is a 2-morphism α : F Ñ G such that µG ˝v pααq “ α ˝v µF and ηG “ α ˝v ηF, that is, we have
the following diagrams:
(2.17)
G
α
G
F
α
G
F
“
α
F
F
F
G
and
α
F
Ii
G
“
G
Ii
A 1-morphism F P Cpi, iq is called a coalgebra if there exists a comultiplication 2-morphism ∆F : FÑ FF and
a counit 2-morphism ǫF : FÑ I
1
i, depicted as
F
F F
and
I1i
F
satisfying both coassociativity p∆F idFq ˝v ∆F “ pidF∆Fq ˝v ∆F and counitality
l1i,i,F “ pǫF idFq ˝v ∆F and r
1
i,i,F “ pidF ǫFq ˝v ∆F.
The diagrams for coassociativity and counitality are obtained by flipping Diagrams (2.15) and (2.16) with the
labelling of the dashed strand replaced by I1i from Ii. Homomorphisms of coalgebras 1-morphisms is defined
in the obvious way.
For a 2-category C , the usual definition of algebra and coalgebra 1-morphisms is obtained from Definition 2.16
by letting Ii “ 1i “ I
1
i and all unitors to be the identities. Recall that, for a 2-category C with any choice of
tγi : Ii Ñ 1i| i P ObCu and tγ
1
i : 1i Ñ I
1
i| i P ObCu, we have the bilax-unital 2-category Crγ, γ
1s.
Lemma 2.17. Let C be a 2-category and F P Cpi, iq be an algebra (resp. coalgebra) 1-morphism. Then the
1-morphism F is also an algebra (resp. coalgebra) in C rγ, γ1s.
Proof. We only prove the statement for algebras. For coalgebras the proof is similar. Assume that the structure
maps for the algebra 1-morphism F P Cpi, iq are µF : FFÑ F and ηF : 1i Ñ F. Then we claim that F is also
an algebra in Crγ, γ1s with the multiplication µF and the unit ηF ˝v γi : Ii Ñ F. The associativity of µF is
clear. The unitality of F in C rγ, γ1s follows from the unitality of F in C and the fact that the left and right
unitors in C rγ, γ1s are given by the left and right horizontal composition with the γi’s. 
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2.5. (Co)modules over (co)algebra 1-morphisms. Let F “ pF, µF, ηFq P Cpi, iq be an algebra 1-mor-
phism.
Definition 2.18. A left module over F in C is a 1-morphism M P Cpj, iq, for some j, together with a
2-morphism υM : FMÑ M, depicted as:
M
MF
satisfying the following associativity and unitality axioms:
(2.18)
M
MF F
“
F F
M
M
F
and
M
MIi
“
M
M
F
Ii
For any two left F-modules M “ pM, υMq and N “ pN, υNq, an F-module homomorphism from M to N is a
2-morphism α : MÑ N such that:
(2.19)
N
α
MF
“
N
α
MF
One can define right F-modules and the corresponding F-module homomorphisms similarly using the mirror
images of Diagrams (2.18) and (2.19) with respect to a vertical mirror.
Let G “ pG, µG, ηGq P Cpj, jq be another algebra 1-morphism.
Definition 2.19. An F-G-bimodule in C is a 1-morphism M P Cpj, iq with two 2-morphisms
υM : FMÑ M and τM : MGÑ M,
such that pM, υMq is a left F-module and pM, τMq is a right G-module which is compatible in the following
sense:
(2.20)
M
MF G
“
M
MF G
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We can simply denote the two above diagrams as follows:
M
MF G
For any two F-G-bimodules M “ pM, υM, τMq and N “ pN, υN, τNq, a F-G-bimodule homomorphism from M to
N is a 2-morphism α : MÑ N such that we have:
(2.21)
N
α
MF G
“
N
α
MF G
Dually, one can define a left (right or bi-) comodule over a coalgebra and homomorphisms of left (right or
bi-) comodules by reversing the arrows of morphisms and fliping all diagrams above with the dashed strand
labeled by the oplax unit I1i instead of the lax unit Ii.
For any algebra 1-morphism F P Cpi, iq and every object j P ObC , we denote by F-modC pjq (resp.`
modC -F
˘
pjq), the (additive and k-linear) category of left (resp. right) F-modules in Cpj, iq (resp. Cpi, jq) and
with the corresponding F-modules homomorphisms as morphisms. With such notation, F-modC : C Ñ Cat
(resp. modC -F : C Ñ Cat) defines a bilax 2-representations of C where the action of 1-morphisms is given
by right (resp. left) composition with the corresponding 1-morphisms and the action of 2-morphisms is given
by right (resp. left) horizontal composition with the corresponding 2-morphisms. Indeed, for the bilax 2-
representation F-modC (resp. modC -F), we have ui “ ri (resp. ui “ li) and u
1
i “ r
1
i (resp. u
1
i “ l
1
i).
Similarly, one can define F- comodC and comodC -F, for a coalgebra 1-morphism F, and, for two (co)algebra
1-morphisms F P Cpi, iq and G P Cpj, jq, the category of F-G-bi(co)modules in Cpj, iq. As above, F- comodC
and comodC -F give bilax 2-representations of C .
2.6. Adjoint pairs of 1-morphisms. Recall that C “ pC , I “ tIi| i P ObCu, I
1 “ tI1i| i P ObCuq is a
bilax-unital 2-category.
Definition 2.20. For any F P Cpi, jq and G P Cpj, iq, we say that pF,Gq is an adjoint pair of 1-morphisms
(or, alternatively, that F is a left adjoint of G and G is a right adjoint of F), if there exist two 2-morphisms
α : I1i Ñ GF and β : FGÑ Ij,
such that the composite
F
r1i,j,F // FI1i
idF α // FGF
β idF // IjF
li,j,F // F
equals idF and the composite
G
l1j,i,G // I1iG
α idG // GFG
idG β // GIj
rj,i,G // G
equals idG.
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Let us depict α and β by the following diagrams:
I1i
G F
and
Ij
F G
Then the diagrams for the two conditions in Definition 2.20 are as follows:
(2.22)
F
I1i
G
F
Ij
“
F
F
and
G
I1i
F
G
Ij
“
G
G
Let us now establish some basic properties of adjuctions.
Proposition 2.21. Let F P Cpi, jq, G P Cpj, iq, F1 P Cpk, iq and G1 P Cpi, kq. If pF,Gq and pF1,G1q are two
adjoint pairs in C , then pFF1,G1Gq is also an adjoint pair in C .
Proof. We define two 2-morphisms:
α˜ : I1k Ñ G
1GFF1 and β˜ : FF1G1GÑ Ij,
respectively, as follows:
(2.23) α˜ :
I1k
G1 F1
I1i
G F
(2.4)
“““
I1k
G1 F1
I1i
G F
and
(2.24) β˜ :
Ij
F G
Ii
F1 G1
(2.2)
“““
Ij
F G
Ii
F1 G1
Now we claim that α˜ and β˜ make pFF1,G1Gq into an adjoint pair. Taking (2.23) and (2.24) into account,
the left diagram in (2.22) is checked diagrammatically, see Figure 1. The right diagram in (2.22) is checked
similarly. 
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Ij
Ii
F1F
I1k
G1 I1i
G
F1F
(2.1)
“““
Ij
Ii
F1F
I1k
G1
I1i
G
F1F
(2.4)
“““
Ij
Ii
F1F
I1k
G1
I1i
G
F1F
(2.2)
“““
Ij
Ii
F1F
I1k
G1
I1i
G
F1F
(2.1),(2.22)
““““““
F
F
F1
F1
.
Figure 1. The digram in the proof of Proposition 2.21
Proposition 2.22. Let M be a bilax 2-representation of C . Assume that F P Cpi, jq is a left adjoint of
G P Cpj, iq. Then there are natural isomorphisms
HomMpjqpMpFqpXq, Y q – HomMpiqpX,MpGqpY qq,
for any objects X PMpiq, Y PMpjq.
Proof. Suppose that α : I1i Ñ GF and β : FG Ñ Ij are the adjunction morphisms associated to the adjoint
pair pF,Gq. Define a map Φ : HomMpjqpMpFqpXq, Y q Ñ HomMpiqpX,MpGqpY qq by sending any morphism f
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MpFqpXq
MpidFqX
idMpFqpu
1
iqX //
Mpr1i,j,FqX ))❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙
MpFqMpI1iqpXq
idMpFq MpαqX //MpFqMpGFqpXq MpFqMpGqMpFqpXq
idMpFqMpGq f

MpFI1iqpXq
MpidF αqX ((PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P
MpFqMpGqpY q
MpFGFqpXq
Mpβ idFq

MpFGqMpFqpXq
idMpFGq f //
MpβqMpFqpXq

MpFGqpY q
MpβqY

MpIjFqpXq
Mpli,j,FqX ((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗
MpIjqMpFqpXq
MpIjqpfq //
pujqMpFqpXq

MpIjqpY q
pujqY

MpFqpXq
f // Y.
Figure 2. The diagram in the proof of Proposition 2.22
from MpFqpXq to Y in Mpjq to the composite
X
pu1iqX //MpI1iqpXq
MpαqX //MpGFqpXq MpGqMpFqpXq
idMpGq f //MpGqY
in Mpiq. Define a map Ψ : HomMpiqpX,MpGqpY qq Ñ HomMpjqpMpFqpXq, Y q by sending any morphism g
from X to MpGqY in Mpiq to the composite
MpFqpXq
idMpFq g //MpFqMpGqpY q MpFGqpY q
MpβqY //MpIjqpY q
pujqY // Y.
We claim that ΨΦ “ idHomMpjqpMpFqpXq,Y q and ΦΨ “ idHomMpiqpX,MpGqpY qq. Now we only prove the former
equality since the latter can be proved simiarly. Consider the diagram in Figure 2. In this digram, the top
and bottom left triangles commute by (2.11). The left-most pentagon commutes by the fact that pF,Gq is an
adjoint pair. The bottom right two squares commutes due to the naturality of Mpβq and uj. The remaining
subploygons of the diagram in Figure 2 commute by definition. Hence the two pathes from MpFqpXq to Y
along the boundary of the diagram in Figure 2 coincide with each other. This implies the statement of the
proposition. 
Proposition 2.22 says that, in any bilax 2-representation, the pair pF,Gq of adjoint 1-morphisms is repersented
by adjoint functors (in the usual sense). In particular, left and right adjoints are unique up to a unique
isomorphism of functors (in the underlying category of the representation). The following statement asserts
that such an isomorphism exists already in C .
Proposition 2.23. For any 1-morphisms F,F1 P Cpi, jq and G,G1 P Cpj, iq, we have:
piq if pF,Gq and pF1,Gq are two adjoint pairs in C , then F – F1 in C ;
piiq if pF,Gq and pF,G1q are two adjoint pairs in C , then G – G1 in C .
Proof. We only prove claim piq, claim piiq is proved similarly. Suppose that α : I1i Ñ GF and β : FGÑ Ij are
the adjunction morphisms associated to the adjoint pair pF,Gq and α1 : I1i Ñ GF
1 and β1 : F1G Ñ Ij are the
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adjunction morphisms associated to the adjoint pair pF1,Gq. Define two 2-morphisms:
φ : F
r1i,j,F // FI1i
idF α
1
// FGF1
β id
F1 // IjF1
li,j,F1 // F1
ψ : F1
r1
i,j,F1 // F1I1i
id
F1 α // F1GF
β1 idF // IjF
li,j,F // F .
These can be depicted as follows:
F
I1i
G
F1
Ij
and
F1
I1i
G
F
Ij
We only prove the equality ψφ “ idF since the equality φψ “ idF1 follows by symmetry. The equality ψφ “ idF
is proved diagrammatically in Figure 3. There the last equality in the first row uses both the naturality of the
right oplax unitor r1i,j,´ and that of the left lax unitor li,j,´ at the same time and so does the first one in the
second row. 
For any category A, denote by EndpAq the category of endofunctors on A and corresponding natural trans-
formations. Note that EndpAq can be viewed as a 2-category with one object (which can be identified with
A).
Proposition 2.24. Let F P Cpi, jq be a left adjoint of G P Cpj, iq. Then hpGF,´q “ GF ˝ ´ P EndCpi, iq
is an algebra in EndpCpi, iqq and hpFG,´q “ FG ˝ ´ is a coalgebra in EndpCpj, jqq.
Proof. We only prove the first part and the rest can be proved similarly. Suppose that α : I1i Ñ GF and
β : FG Ñ Ij are the adjunction morphisms associated to the adjoint pair pF,Gq. It is easy to check that
GF ˝ ´ has the natural structure of a monad given by the multiplication map
(2.25) GFGF ˝ ´
idG β idF ˝´ // GIjF ˝ ´
rj,i,G idF ˝´ // GF ˝ ´
and the unit map
(2.26) IdC pi,iq
l1i,i,´ // I1i ˝ ´
α˝´ // GF ˝ ´ .
The associativity follows from the naturality of the lax right unitor ri and Definition 2.2 (1) (b). The left
unitality follows directly from (2.22) and Definition 2.2 (1) (b). Let us check the right unitality. For any
1-morphism H P Cpi, iq, we have the diagram:
GFH
idG r
1
i,j,F idH ''P
PP
PP
PP
idGF l
1
i,i,H // GFI1iH
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
idGF α idH //❴❴❴❴❴❴ GFGFH
idG β idFH //❴❴❴❴❴❴ GIjFH
rj,i,G idFH //
idG li,j,F idH ''P
P
P
P
P
P
GFH
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
GFI1iH GFH
where the two triangles commute due to (2.2) and (2.4). By adjunction (2.22), the dashed path from GFH
to GFH equals idGFH. Therefore, by the commutativity of the above diagram, the path starting along all
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F
I1i
G
G
Ij
F1
I1i
F1
F
Ij
(2.7)
“““
F
I1i
G
G
Ij
F1
I1i
F1
F
Ij
(2.6),(2.8)
““““““
F
I1i
G
G
Ij
F1
I1i
F1
F
Ij
(2.6),(2.8)
““““““
F
I1i
G
G
Ij
F1
I1i
F1
F
Ij
(2.1)
“““
F
I1i
G
G
Ij
I1i
F1
F
Ij
(2.2),(2.4)
““““““
F
I1i
G
G
Ij
I1i
F1
F
Ij
(2.22)
“““
F
G
Ij
I1i
F
(2.22)
“““
F
F
.
Figure 3. The diagram in the proof of Proposition 2.23
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consecutive arrows in the first row also equals idGFH. This implies the desired right unitality and completes
the proof. 
3. Fiax categories
3.1. Fiax categories. By a finitary category, we mean an additive, idempotent split, k-linear category which
has finitely many isomorphism classes of indecomposable objects and finite dimensional morphism spaces (be-
tween any two indecomposable objects). Denote by Af
k
the 2-category of finitary categories with 1-morphisms
being k-linear additive functors and 2-morphisms being natural transformations.
Definition 3.1. A bilax-unital 2-category C “ pC , I “ tIi| i P ObCu, I
1 “ tI1i| i P ObCuq is called finitary if
it satisfies that
(1) ObC is a finite set;
(2) for each i, j P ObC , the category Cpi, jq is finitary;
(3) all lax and oplax unit 1-morphisms are indecomposable.
Definition 3.2. A finitary bilax 2-representation M of a finitary bilax-unital 2-category C is a bilax-unital
2-functor from C to Af
k
(cf. Definition 2.12).
For any finitary bilax-unital 2-category C “ pC , I “ tIi| i P ObCu, I
1 “ tI1i| i P ObCuq and each object
i P ObC , the i-th principal bilax 2-representation Pi “ Cpi,´q is finitary.
Definition 3.3. Let M be a finitary bilax 2-representation of finitary bilax-unital 2-category C . For any
X P Mpiq, we say that the object X generates M if, for any j P ObC and Y P Mpjq, there exists a
1-morphism F P Cpi, jq such that Y is isomorphic to a direct summand of MpFqX .
A finitary bilax 2-representation M of C is called transitive if every nonzero X PMpiq generates M.
Definition 3.4. A finitary bilax-unital 2-category C “ pC , I “ tIi| i P ObCu, I
1 “ tI1i| i P ObCuq is called
weakly fiax if there exists an equivalence p´q
‹ : C Ñ C op ,op, where the latter 2-category has the same object
as C with both 1- and 2-morphisms reversed, such that the following three conditions are satisfied (we denote
by ‹p´q the inverse of p´q
‹):
(1) pIiq
‹ “ I1i, plj,i,Fq
‹ “ r1i,j,F‹ and pri,k,Gq
‹ “ l1k,i,G‹ , for any 1-morphisms F P Cpj, iq and G P Cpi, kq;
(2) for each 1-morphism F P Cpj, iq, there exists adjunction morphisms
αF : I
1
j Ñ F
‹F and βF : FF
‹ Ñ Ii,
such that the pair pF,F‹q is an adjoint pair;
(3) for each 2-morphism γ : FÑ G with F,G P Cpj, iq, the 2-morphism γ‹ is given by the composite
(3.1) G‹
l1
i,j,G‹ // I1jG
‹ αF idG‹ // F‹FG‹
idF‹ γ idG‹ // F‹GG‹
idF‹ βG // F‹Ii
ri,j,F‹ // F‹.
Furthermore, we say that C is fiax if, additionally, the equivalence p´q
‹ above is a weak involution, that is, if
we have
p4q p´q
‹‹ – IdC .
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Remark 3.5. Compare Definition 3.4 with that of a weakly fiat (or fiat) 2-category in [MM1, MM4]: A 2-
category C is called weakly fiat if there exists an equivalence p´q
‹ : C Ñ C op, op such that, for each 1-morphism
F P C , pF,F‹q is an adjoint pair in the classical sense (which agrees with our definition of an adjoint pair if
we view C as a bilax-unital 2-category pC , I “ I1 “ t1i| i P ObCuq). A requirement (3) in Definition 3.4 is
not present in this definition of a weakly fiat 2-category, but one can always replace p´q
‹, as long as it exists,
with one that satisfies (3). One can for example choose adjunction morphisms αF, βF for each indecomposable
1-morphism F in C , which yields a choice of adjunction morphisms for all 1-morphisms in C at once, and then
take (3.1) as the definition of γ‹ using the chosen adjunction morphisms. Therefore, weakly fiax categories
are bilax-unital analogues of weakly fiat 2-categories from [MM4].
Also note that both the definitions for fiax and fiat 2-categories only require p´q
‹‹ to be isomorphic to the
identity functor without specifying an isomorphism p´q
‹‹ – IdC . This is different from the standard definition
of a pivotal (monoidal) category (see [EGNO, Section 4.7]) where such a natural isomorphism, called a pivot,
is an additional structure on the monoidal category.
For the rest of the paper, we only discuss fiax categories and not weakly fiax categories, while we do not use
that p´q
‹ is an involution in our arguments (i.e., weakly fiax is enough). This is comparable to the theory
for fiat 2-categories, most of which is valid for weakly fiat 2-categories but stated for fiat 2-categories.1 All
examples of weakly fiax or weakly fiat 2-categories appearing in the paper are fiax (resp., fiat).
Lemma 3.6. For any fiax category C “ pC , I “ tIi| i P ObCu, I
1 “ tI1i| i P ObCuq, each lax unit Ii and each
oplax unit I1i is split.
Proof. The statement follows from the fact that pF,F‹q is an adjoint pair for any 1-morphism F P Cpj, iq and
Definition 2.20. 
Proposition 3.7. Let C “ pC , I “ tIi| i P ObCu, I
1 “ tI1i| i P ObCuq be a fiax category and A “ pA, µA, ηAq
an algebra 1-morphism in Cpi, iq for some object i
If the category Cpj, iq presp. Cpi, jqq is abelian, then A-modC pjq presp. pmodC -Aqpjqq is also abelian.
Proof. Since C is fiax, (horizontal) composition with A is exact and therefore preserves kernels and cokernels.
Thus, given a morphism f : MÑ N in A-modC pjq, the diagram
AM AN Acoker f 0
M N coker f 0
idA f
υM υN
idA g
υ
f g
in Cpj, iq is commutative and exact, where g is the cokernel map in Cpj, iq. It is easy to check that the
induced map υ : A coker f Ñ coker f defines a A-module structure on coker f . Similarly, the kernels exists in
A-modC pjq. The proof for pmodC -Aqpjq is the same. 
3.2. 2-categories associated to fiax categories. Let C “ pC , I “ tIi| i P ObCu, I
1 “ tI1i| i P ObCuq be
a fiax 2-category. For any object j P ObC , denote by Dpjq be the full additive subcategory of EndpCpj, iqq
generated by IdC pj,iq and hj,i,ipF,´q “ F ˝ ´, for any 1-morphism F P Cpi, iq. Note that hj,i,ip´,´q
defines a faithful functor from Cpi, iq to Dpjq by sending any 1-morphism F to hj,i,ipF,´q and with the
obvious assignment on 2-morphisms. Indeed, if there is any 2-morphisms α : F Ñ G in Cpi, iq such that
hj,i,ipα,´q “ 0, then we have hj,i,ipα, Iiq “ α idIi “ 0 which implies that α ˝v ri,i,F “ ri,i,G ˝v pα idIiq “ 0
1This also has to do with the terminology. There has been a suggestion that ‘weakly fiax’ should be ‘fax’ and ‘weakly fiat’
should be ‘fat’, which was dismissed by a majority of the authors of the current paper.
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by the naturality of ri,i,´ . Since ri,i,F is split epic, we have α “ 0. Therefore for any j P ObC we have the
functor
(3.2) Cpi, iq
hj,i,ip´,´q // Dpjq 
 // Dpjq .
Note that the functors li,i,Ii ˝ ´ and ri,i,Ii ˝ ´ belong to Dpjq. Then we can consider the coequalizer of the
two functors li,i,Ii ˝ ´ and ri,i,Ii ˝ ´ in the category Dpjq by (the dual of) Proposition 2.9 and describe it as
follows.
Lemma 3.8. Let C “ pC , I “ tIi| i P ObCu, I
1 “ tI1i| i P ObCuq be a finitary bilax-unital 2-category. Assume
that each 2-morphism lj,i,F : IiFÑ F splits, for any 1-morphism F P Cpj, iq. Then the coequalizer of
(3.3) IiIi ˝ ´
li,i,Ii˝´ //
ri,i,Ii˝´
// Ii ˝ ´
in Dpjq is isomorphic to the identity functor IdC pj,iq with the left lax unitor.
Proof. Denote the coequalizer of (3.3) by Ui P Dpjq with the natural transformation
ξi : Ii ˝ ´ Ñ Ui
in Dpjq. For any 1-morphism F P Cpj, iq, we have:
(3.4)
F
FIiIi
(2.6)
“““
F
FIiIi
(2.2)
“““
F
FIiIi
Here the left equality follows by applying the naturality of lj,i,´ to the 2-morphism lj,i,F : IiFÑ F. Therefore
lj,i,F coequalizes li,i,Ii idF and ri,i,Ii idF. By the universal property of coequalizers, there exists a unique
2-morphism θipFq : UipFq Ñ F such that the triangle in the diagram
(3.5) IiIiF
li,i,Ii idF //
ri,i,Ii idF
// IiF
ξipFq //
lj,i,F
''PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P UipFq
θipFq
✤
✤
✤
F
commutes, i.e., θipFq ˝v ξipFq “ lj,i,F. The naturality of lj,i,´ and ξi, and the fact that ξi is epic, implies that
tθipFq : UipFq Ñ F|F P Cpi, iqu defines a natural transformation θi : Ui Ñ IdC pj,iq.
Note that each lj,i,F is split. Denote by αF : F Ñ IiF the 2-morphism such that lj,i,F ˝v αF “ idF. Then we
have
θipFq ˝v ξipFq ˝v αF “ lj,i,F ˝v αF “ idF.
Now we claim that ξipFq ˝v αF ˝v θipFq “ idUipFq. Using the universal property of coequalizers, it suffices to
show the equality
(3.6) ξipFq ˝v αF ˝v θipFq ˝v ξipFq “ ξipFq.
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Consider the following diagram
IiF
idIiαF //
idIiF
%%
ξipFq
}}③③
③③
③③
③③
③
lj,i,F

IiIiF
lj,i,IiF

idIi lj,i,F // IiF
ξipFq

UipFq
θipFq
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈
F
αF // IiF
ξipFq // UipFq,
where the top and the left triangles commute by definition; the left square commutes by the naturality of lj,i,´ ;
and the right square commutes since ξi gives the coequalizer of (3.3) and the equality in Definition 2.2 (b)
implies idIi lj,i,F “ ri,i,Ii idF. Hence, the two pathes along the boundary of the above diagram from the
north-west vertex IiF to the south-east vertex UipFq coincide, establishing (3.6). The claim follows. 
Let C “ pC , I “ tIi| i P ObCu, I
1 “ tI1i| i P ObCuq be a fiax category. For any fixed object i P ObC , we have
the embedding
Cpi, iq ãÑ Cpi, iq.
By the dual of Proposition 2.9, the category Cpi, iq contains the coequalizer of li,i,Ii and ri,i,Ii . Since the
coequalizer is defined only up to isomorphism, we pick one representative in its isomorphism class and denote
it by 1i. By abuse of notation, we still denote by ξi the epimorphism Ii Ñ 1i associated to the coequalizer
1i. By Lemmata 3.6 and 3.8, together with the diagram (3.2), we have a natural map 1iF
–
ÝÑ F, for any
1-morphism F P Cpj, iq. By arguments similar to those of Lemma 3.8, one can verify that ´ ˝ 1i, that is, the
coequalizer of ´ ˝ li,i,Ii and ´ ˝ ri,i,Ii as functors in EndpCpi, jqq, is isomorphic to IdC pi,jq, for each j P ObC .
Therefore we have a natural map G1i
–
ÝÑ G, for any 1-morphism G P Cpi, kq.
Remark 3.9. By an argument, dual to that of Lemma 3.8, we can deduce that the equalizer of l1
i,i,I1i
˝´ and
r1
i,i,I1i
˝ ´, which exists in the category Cpi, iq, is isomorphic to the functor IdC pj,iq in Dpjq. One also has
a similar statement when considering the corresponding functors given by right compositions. We pick one
representative in the isomorphism class of the equalizer of l1
i,i,I1i
and r1
i,i,I1i
, and denote it by 11i. Denote by
ξ1i the monomorphism 1
1
i Ñ I
1
i. Then we have natural maps 1
1
iF
–
ÝÑ F and G11i
–
ÝÑ G, for any 1-morphisms
F P Cpj, iq and G P Cpi, kq. If C is a fiax category, the weak involution p´q
‹ on C extends to a biequivalence
C Ñ C
op, op
. Alternatively, one can apply p´q
‹ to the proof of Lemma 3.8 (which needs to be modified
slightly) and obtain the dual statement.
Note that, for a finitary bilax-unital 2-categoryC , both Cpi, jq and Cpi, jq are abelian, for each pair i, j P ObC
of objects. But Cpi, jq and Cpi, jq are usually not finitary.
Now, we extend the natural maps 1iF
–
ÝÑ F and G1i
–
ÝÑ G to any 1-morphism F P Cpj, iq, G P Cpi, kq.
Proposition 3.10. Given the same assumption as in Lemma 3.8, each 1-morphism 1i is a weak unit (i.e., a
lax unit where both unitors are isomorphisms) on C .
Proof. Note that a 1-morphism ptfi : Gi Ñ Fu, nq P Cpj, iq, where j P ObC , is the cokernel of the mapř
i fi : ‘iGi Ñ F in Cpj, iq. Also, note the fact that 1i ˝´ is the cokernel of a natural transformation between
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the exact functors IiIi ˝ ´ and Ii ˝ ´ on Cpj, iq. Hence the action of 1i is right exact on Cpj, iq. Then the
statement that 1iF
–
ÝÑ F, for any F P Cpj, iq, follows from the naturality of those isomorphisms. Similarly
one shows that the right unitor for 1i is an isomorphism. The compatibility condition between the left and
the right unitors of 1i follows from the compatibility of li and ri for Ii. 
The above proposition implies that each 1i does not depend on the choice of split lax units, up to isomorphisms.
Indeed, if we have two split lax units Ii, I˜i and the corresponding coequalizer diagrams
IiIi
li,i,Ii //
ri,i,Ii
// Ii // 1i and I˜iI˜i
l˜
i,i,˜Ii //
r˜
i,i,˜Ii
// I˜i // 1˜i ,
then, by Proposition 3.10, we have 1i – 1i1˜i – 1˜i.
Remark 3.11. Recall that C is a bilax-unital 2-category with the induced lax/oplax units, which we still
denoted by I “ tIi| i P ObCu and I
1 “ tI1i| i P ObCu by abuse of notation. While, if C is a finitary bilax-unital
2-category with split lax units, by Proposition 3.10, C is also a 2-category with weak units being those 1i’s.
To distinguish those two structures, we would write pC , t1i| i P ObCuq for being a 2-category with weak units
instead of C , where the latter we refer to a bilax-unital 2-category.
Define {Cpi, iq to be the additive closure of Cpi, iq and 1i in the category Cpi, iq. Then the category {Cpi, iq
has a monoidal structure with 1i as the unit object with respect to the horizontal composition. Note that
the horizontal composition is strictly associative but 1i is not a strict unit object. By the paragraph before
Remark 3.11, the category {Cpi, iq, up to equivalence, does not depend (as a subcategory of Cpi, iq) on the
choice of split lax units. For later use, we record the coherence property of monoidal categories (see for example
[Kel]) as the following diagram equality:
(3.7)
1i
1i1i
“
1i
1i 1i
This means that the evaluations of the left and the right unitors on 1i coincide. We note that the unit object
in a monoidal category is usually presented by the empty diagram. But since 1i is not a strict unit, we draw
it as a dotted line.
Let C “ pC , I “ tIi| i P ObCu, I
1 “ tI1i| i P ObCuq be a fiax category. Define
pC to be the (2-full) subcategory
of C such that
‚ Ob pC “ ObC ;
‚ pCpi, iq “ {Cpi, iq, for any object i, and pCpi, jq “ Cpi, jq, for any objects i ‰ j.
By definition and Proposition 3.10, we have the following statement:
Corollary 3.12. The category pC is a 2-category with weak units, where 1i is a weak unit at i.
Proposition 3.13. If C is a fiax category then the 2-category pC is fiat (with weak units).
Proof. We first show that pC is finitary. The only nontrivial condition to be checked is the indecomposability
of each 1i. Suppose that we have the decomposition 1i “ e1 ‘ . . .‘ er in pC , where r ą 1 is a positive integer
and e1, . . . , er are indecomposable 1-morphisms in pC . Then we obtain Ii – Ii1i “ Iie1 ‘ . . . ‘ Iier. Taking
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Lemma 3.6 into account, we get a contradiction with the assumption on C to be finitary, more precicely, with
the indecomposibility of Ii.
To show that pC is fiat, we now extend the weak involution p´q‹ : C Ñ C op, op to a weak involution from pC
to pC op, op which, by abuse of notation, we still denote by p´q‹. We only need to define 1‹i “ 1i and then
prescribe what the functor p´q
‹ does to the hom-spaces Hom pC pF,1iq and Hom pC p1i,Gq, for any 1-morphism
F,G P Cpi, iq, and to the hom-space Hom pC p1i,1iq. Restricting the i-th principal bilax 2-representationpPi :“ pCpi,´q of pC to its fiax subcategory C , we obtain a bilax 2-representation of C . Therefore, for any
F P Cpi, iq, we have
(3.8) Hom pPipiqpF,1iq – HompPipiqpF1i,1iq – HompPipiqp1i,F‹1iq – Hom pPipiqp1i,F‹q,
where the middle isomorphism follows from Proposition 2.22 and the other two isomorphisms are defined
by precomposing with the natural isomorphism F1i
–
ÝÑ F and postcomposing with the natural isomorphism
F‹1i
–
ÝÑ F‹, respectively. Using the isomorphisms in (3.8), we can define the action of p´q
‹ on Hom pC pF,1iq
and Hom pC p1i,Gq, respectively.
Thanks to the proof of Lemma 3.8, Definition 3.4 (1) and 1‹i “ 1i, for any 1-morphism F P Cpj, iq, the pair
pF,F‹q is an adjoint pair in pC with the adjunction morphisms given by
pαF : 1j pξjq‹ // I1j αF // F‹F and pβF : FF‹ βF // Ii ξi // 1i ,
where αF, βF are the adjunction morphisms for the adjoint pair pF,F
‹q in C .
It remains to show that each 1-morphism 1i is self adjoint with the adjunction morphisms given by the left
(or right) unitors evaluating at 1i and its inverse, i.e.,
(3.9) pli,i,1i “ pri,i,1i : 1i1i –ÝÑ 1i and ppli,i,1iq -1 “ ppri,i,1iq -1 : 1i –ÝÑ 1i1i.
We need to check (2.22). The left condition in (2.22) is satisfied since
1i
1i
1i
1i
1i
(3.9)
“““
1i
1i
1i
1i
1i
(2.2)
“““
1i
1i
1i
1i
1i
(3.9)
“““
1i
1i
1i
1i
(3.9)
“““
1i
1i
1i
(3.9)
“““
1i
1i
.
The right condition in (2.22) can be checked similarly. 
If we view pC as a fiax category ppC , pI “ pI1 “ t1i| i P Ob pCuq, then the embedding C ãÑ pC is a bilax-unital
2-functor. But the embedding pC ãÑ C might not be a bilax-unital 2-functor in general. Indeed, if the latter
were true, by Definition 2.11 (2), we would have that the isomorphism pli,i,1i : 1i1i –ÝÑ 1i factors through the
1-morphism Ii1i. The latter 1-morphism is isomorphic to Ii which would imply that 1i is a direct summand
of Ii. Due to the indecomposability of Ii, we thus would have 1i – Ii, which would mean that C is a fiat
2-category (with weak or strict identity 1-morphisms). Conversely, if C is a fiat 2-category viewed as a fiax
category pC , I “ I1 “ t1i| i P ObCuq, then the associated fiat 2-category pC satisfies pC “ C .
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Remark 3.14. As in Remark 3.9, one can do the opposite constructions by using split oplax unitors in the
set-up of the injective abelianization C and obtain the dual statements of Proposition 3.10, Corollary 3.12
and Proposition 3.13. This gives rise to a fiat 2-category qC with weak units 11i which is a (2-full) subcategory
of the 2-category C with weak units 11i. We draw the canonical map ξ
1
i : 1
1
i Ñ I
1
i from our construction as
follows:
I1i
1
1
i
Note that the 1-morphisms Ii, I
1
i, when viewed in the fiat 2-category
qC with weak units 11i, lose their status
of lax/oplax units and thus are presented by solid lines rather than dashed lines. As a shorthand for a more
complicated diagram, see (3.8), we let:
(3.10)
1
1
i
Ii
:“
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝˚˚
I1i
1
1
i
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
‹
We denote the natural isomorphisms for 11i acting on C as follows:
ql1j,i,F : F – 11iF and qr1i,j,G : G – G11i,
for any 1-morphisms F P Cpj, iq, G P Cpi, jq and any j P ObC . The unitors for 11i are the restrictions ofql1i “ pql1j,iqjPObC and qr1i “ pqr1i,jqjPObC to qC . For later use, we list the following commutative diagrams:
(3.11) 11iF
ξ1i idF // I1iF
F
l1j,i,F
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
–
OO
and G11i
idG ξ
1
i // GI1i,
G
r1i,j,G
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
–
OO
for any 1-morphism F P Cpj, iq, G P Cpi, jq and any j P ObC . Diagrammatically, we have:
(3.12)
F
F
1
1
i
I1i
“
F
FI1i
and
G
G
1
1
i
I1i
“
G
G I1i
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Note that, if F P Cpj, iq, G P Cpi, jq, we also have the following commutative diagrams involving Ii:
(3.13) IiF
lj,i,F

pξ1iq
‹ idF //
1
1
iF
F
–
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
and GIi
rj,i,G

idGpξ
1
iq
‹
// G11i
G
–
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
.
For example, the second diagram in (3.13) follows from (3.11) as follows:
(3.14)
F
F Ii
“
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
‹F
‹FI1i ‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
‹
(3.12)
“““
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
‹F
‹F
1
1
i
I1i ‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
‹
“
F
F
1
1
i
Ii
Here ‹F is the left adjoint of F (i.e., the image under the inverse of p´q
‹). The third equality is due to the fact
that p´q
‹ : C Ñ Cop,op is compatible with horizontal and vertical compositions, (the dual of) Proposition 3.13,
and (3.10).
Proposition 3.15. Let pC , I, I1q be a fiax category. Then both (2.10) and its mirror image with respect to a
vertical mirror hold.
Proof. We prove (2.10) and the mirror image identity follows by symmetry. It is enough to prove (2.10) in the
fiat 2-category pqC , t11i| i P ObCuq. Using Remark 3.14 we have:
Ii
I1i
(3.12),(3.14)
“““““““
Ii
1
1
i
I1i
1
1
i
(2.1)
“““
Ii
1
1
i
I1i
1
1
i
“
Ii
1
1
i
I1i
1
1
i
(3.9)
“““
Ii
I1i
Here the third equality holds by the naturality of the unitors for 1i, see Proposition 3.10. For the last equality,
(3.9) is used twice, see the last part of the diagram computation in the proof of Proposition 3.13. The claim
follows. 
3.3. Lifting bilax 2-representations. Let C “ pC , I “ tIi| i P ObCu, I
1 “ tI1i| i P ObCuq be a fiax cate-
gory and M a non-zero bilax 2-representation of C in the sense that Mpiq is non-zero, for some i P ObC . If
MpFq “ 0, for all 1-morphisms F P C , we will call M a trivial bilax 2-representation of C . None of the trivial
bilax 2-representations of C can be lifted to a non-zero bilax 2-representation of pC since, for any non-zero bilax
2-representation N of pC , we have Np1iq – idNpiq ‰ 0 due to the isomorphism 1i1i –ÝÑ 1i and (2.11).
For any non-zero bilax 2-representation M of C , define a bilax-unital 2-functor C M : C Ñ Cat by set-
ting
C Mpiq :“ addptMpFqX | X PMpjq, F P Cpj, iq, j P ObCuq ĎMpiq,
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for every object i P ObC . Hence C M is a bilax 2-subrepresentation of M. For any fiat 2-category C ,
viewed as a fiax category pC , I “ I1 “ t1i| i P ObCuq, and for any bilax 2-representation M of C , we have
M “ C M.
Let M be a non-zero bilax 2-representation of a fiax category C “ pC , I “ tIi| i P ObCu, I
1 “ tI1i| i P ObCuq.
Consider the projective abelianization M as a bilax 2-representation of C . Restricting M to pC , we obtain a
functor, M| pC : pC Ñ Cat, which might not be a bilax 2-representation of pC unless C is a fiat 2-category with
weak or strict identity 1-morphisms. Define a weak 2-functor xM : pC Ñ Cat by setting
xMpiq :“ addptMpFqX | X PMpjq, F P Cpj, iq, j P ObCuq ĎMpiq ĎMpiq,
for every object i P Ob pC . Then xM is a 2-representation of pC since
xMp1iqpMpFqXq “Mp1iqpMpFqXq “Mp1iFqX –MpFqX,
for X PMpjq and F P Cpj, iq. It follows directly from the definition that C M “ xM|C .
On the other hand, for any non-zero 2-representation N of pC , precomposing N with the embedding C ãÑ pC ,
we obtain a non-zero bilax 2-representationN|C of C . Thanks to the fact that Ii Ñ 1i is an epimorphism and
Np1q – idNpiq, we know that NpIiq ‰ 0. Therefore, we further get a non-zero bilax 2-representation C pN|C q
of C given by setting
C pN|C qpiq :“ addptNpFqX | X P Npjq, F P Cpj, iq, j P ObCuq Ď Npiq,
for every object i P ObC . Since each lj,i,F is split, for any 1-morphism F, the bilax 2-representation C pN|C q
automatically satisfies the condition C C pN|C q “ C pN|C q. Indeed, in each category pCpi, iq we have an epi-
morphism ξi : Ii Ñ 1i which implies that C pN|C qpiq “ Npiq as categories, for every object i P ObC .
Theorem 3.16. Let C be a fiax category. There is a bijection between the set of bilax 2-representations M of
C satisfying C M “M and the set of 2-representations of the associated fiat 2-category pC (with weak units).
Proof. Note that the zero bilax 2-representation M of a fiax category C automatically satisfies C M “ M.
Define a map Ψ from the set of bilax 2-representations M of a fiax category C satisfying C M “ M to the
set of 2-representations of the associated pC by sending M to xM. Define a map Ω on the other direction by
sending N to C pN|C q. It follows from the definitions that ΩΨ “ id and ΨΩ “ id. 
By the proof of Theorem 3.16, we have:
Corollary 3.17. Let C be a fiax category. There is a biequivalence between the 2-category of bilax 2-rep-
resentations M of C satisfying that C M “ M and the 2-category of 2-representations of the associated fiat
2-categories pC (with weak units).
As a bonus, it is clear that the bijection in Theorem 3.16 also induced a bijection between the corresponding
sets of equivalence classes.
Remark 3.18. In the set-up of injective abelianizations, one obtains the dual statements of Theorem 3.16
and Corollary 3.17 with respect to the associated fiat 2-category qC with weak units.
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3.4. Lifting (co)algebras 1-morphisms. Recall that, for any fiat 2-category C with a choice of a family of
morphisms γi : Ii Ñ 1i, γ
1
i : 1i Ñ I
1
i, we have the bilax-unital 2-category Crγ, γ
1s. Following the construction
before Corollary 3.12, we obtain that {C rγ, γ1s is biequivalent to C as a 2-category with weak units.
From now on, we assume that C “ pC , I “ tIi| i P ObCu, I
1 “ tI1i| i P ObCuq is a fiax category (unless
explicitly stated otherwise). By the previous paragraph, the following proposition gives, in some sense, a
converse to Lemma 2.17.
Proposition 3.19. Any algebra 1-morphism F “ pF, µF, ηFq in Cpi, iq with respect to the lax unit Ii is also
an algebra 1-morphism in pCpi, iq with respect to 1i.
Proof. We claim that ηF : Ii Ñ F equalizes li,i,Ii and ri,i,Ii . Since the 2-morphism
ri,i, IiIi “ idIi ri,i,Ii : IiIiIi Ñ IiIi
is epic, it suffices to show that
ηF ˝v li,i,Ii ˝v ri,i, IiIi “ ηF ˝v ri,i,Ii ˝v ri,i, IiIi ,
that is, in diagrammatic terms, that we have the following:
F
IiIi Ii
“
F
IiIi Ii
Indeed, by a diagrammatic computation, we have:
F
IiIi Ii
(2.6)
“““
F
IiIi Ii
(2.16)
“““
F
F F
IiIi Ii
(2.1)
“““
F
F F
Ii Ii Ii
(2.16)
“““
F
IiIi Ii
(2.6)
“““
F
IiIi Ii
.
(3.15)
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Therefore, there exists a unique 2-morphism ζF : 1i Ñ F such that the triangle in the diagram
(3.16) IiIi
li,i,Ii //
ri,i,Ii
// Ii
ξi //
ηF
&&◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆ 1i
ζF
✤
✤
✤
F
commutes. Now, we claim that pF, µF, ζFq is an algebra in pCpi, iq. The associativity of µF is clear and we
only need to verify the unitality. Consider the diagram:
F
–

1iF
ζF idF

–
%%❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑
IiF
ηF idF //
li,i,F
66
li,i,F
55
ξi idF
88rrrrrrrrrrrrr
FF
µF // F,
where the left top triangle commutes due to (3.5) with θipFq : UipFq Ñ F replaced by the 1iF
–
ÝÑ F; the right
top triangle and the big outer triangle along the boundary of the whole diagram commute by definitions. Note
that the left unitor of pC gives the isomorphism pli,i,F : 1iF –ÝÑ F. Then we have
µF ˝v pζF idFq ˝v ppli,i,Fq -1 ˝v li,i,F “ µF ˝v pζF idFq ˝v pξi idFq “ µF ˝v pηF idFq “ li,i,F.
Thanks to the fact that li,i,F is epic, we obtain µF ˝v pζF idFq ˝v ppli,i,Fq -1 “ idF which yields µF ˝v pζF idFq “pli,i,F. The left middle triangle commutes by (3.16); the bottom triangle commutes due to the left unitality of
the algebra pF, µF, ηFq. This establishes the left unitality and the right unitality can be proved by a similar
argument. 
The dual statement of Proposition 3.19 is the following.
Proposition 3.20. Any coalgebra 1-morphism F “ pF, ∆F, ǫFq in Cpi, iq with respect to the oplax unit I
1
i is
also a coalgebra 1-morphism in qCpi, iq with respect to 11i.
For later use, we denote by pF,∆F, ζ
1
Fq the new coalgebra 1-morphism in
qCpi, iq and have the following
commutative diagram:
(3.17) 11i
ξ1i // I1i.
F
ǫF
88♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
ζ1
F
OO
Corollary 3.21. Let F “ pF, µF, ηFq and G “ pG, µG, ηGq be any algebra 1-morphisms in Cpi, iq and
Cpk, kq, respectively.
piq If M “ pM, υMq is a left F-module in Cpj, iq, then M “ pM, υMq is also a left F-module in pCpj, iq,
where now F is an algebra 1-morphism in pCpi, iq given by Proposition 3.19.
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piiq If M “ pM, τMq is a right F-module in Cpi, jq, then M “ pM, τMq is also a right F-module in pCpi, jq,
where now F is an algebra 1-morphism in pCpi, iq given by Proposition 3.19.
piiiq If M “ pM, υM, τMq is an F-G-bimodule in Cpk, iq, then M “ pM, υM, τMq is also an F-G-bimodule inpCpk, iq, where now F and G are the algebra 1-morphisms in pCpi, iq and pCpk, kq, respectively, given
by Proposition 3.19.
Proof. Recall that pF, µF, ζFq is an algebra in pCpi, iq. It is clear that υM satisfies the associativity since the
multiplication map µF is still the same. We only prove claim piq, as claim piiq is proved similarly and claim piiiq
follows from claims piq and piiq. Consider the diagram:
(3.18) IiM
ξi idM
yyttt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
t
lj,i,M
{{
ηF idM

1iM
plj,i,M
–
%%❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏
ζF idM // FM
υM

M,
where we use the same notation as in Lemma 3.19. The top left triangle in (3.18) commutes due to (3.16)
while the right triangle commutes thanks to the unitality of the left module structure of M “ pM, υMq in
Cpj, iq. The big outer triangle along the boundary of the whole diagram (3.18) commutes due to (3.5) with
F replaced by M and θipFq : UipFq Ñ F by plj,i,M : 1iM –ÝÑ M. Therefore we have
υM ˝v pζF idMq ˝v pξi idMq “ υM ˝v pηF idMq “ lj,i,M “ plj,i,M ˝v pξi idMq.
As ξi idM is epic, we obtain υM ˝v pζF idMq “ plj,i,M. This proves the unitality of υM. 
The dual statement of Corollary 3.21 is as follows.
Corollary 3.22. Let F “ pF, ∆F, ǫFq and G “ pG, ∆G, ǫGq be any coalgebra 1-morphisms in Cpi, iq and
Cpk, kq, respectively.
piq If M “ pM, λMq is a left F-comodule in Cpj, iq, then M “ pM, λMq is also a left F-comodule in qCpj, iq,
where now F is a coalgebra 1-morphism in qCpi, iq given by Proposition 3.20.
piiq If M “ pM, ρMq is a right F-comodule in Cpi, jq, then M “ pM, ρMq is also a right F-comodule inqCpi, jq, where now F is a coalgebra 1-morphism in qCpi, iq given by Proposition 3.20.
piiiq If M “ pM, λM, ρMq is an F-G-bicomodule in Cpk, iq, then M “ pM, λM, ρMq is also an F-G-bicomodule
in qCpk, iq, where now F and G are coalgebra 1-morphisms in qCpi, iq and qCpk, kq, respectively, given
by Proposition 3.19.
3.5. (Co)tensor products over (co)algebra 1-morphisms. Let F “ pF, µF, ηFq P Cpi, iq be an algebra
1-morphisms, M “ pM, τMq a right F-module in Cpi, kq and N “ pN, υNq a left F-module in Cpj, iq.
Definition 3.23. The tensor product of M and N over the algebra 1-morphism F is defined as the coequalizer
of the two 2-morphisms in the diagram
MFN
τM idN //
idM υN
// MN .
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This coequalizer is a 1-morphism in Cpj, kq which will be denoted by M bF N.
Below we list some basic properties of b, cf. e.g. [MMMZ, Section 3.3] for the classical setup.
Proposition 3.24. Let F “ pF, µF, ηFq P Cpi, iq be an algebra 1-morphism.
piq For any left F-module N “ pN, υNq in Cpj, iq, we have F bF N – N as left F-modules.
piiq For any right F-module M “ pM, τMq in Cpi, kq, we have M bF F –M as right F-modules.
Proof. We only prove the statement piq since the statement piiq can be proved similarly. By the associativity of
υN, i.e., (2.18), we know that the 2-morphism υN equalizes µF idN and idF υN. Thus, by the universal property
of coequalizers, there exists a unique 2-morphism ϕ : F bF N Ñ N such that the right top triangle in the
diagram
(3.19) FFN
µF idN //
idF υN
// FN
υN
((PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P
π // F bF N
ϕ
✤
✤
✤
1iN
plj,i,N
–
//
ζF idN
OO
N,
commutes, i.e., ϕ ˝v π “ υN. The left bottom triangle in (3.19) commutes due to the unitality of υN, see
Corollary 3.21 piq. Now we claim that ϕ and π ˝v pζF idNq ˝v pplj,i,Nq -1 are mutually inverse of each other. On
the one hand, we have
ϕ ˝v π ˝v pζF idNq ˝v pplj,i,Nq -1 “ υN ˝v pζF idNq ˝v pplj,i,Nq -1 “ plj,i,N ˝v pplj,i,Nq -1 “ idN.
On the other hand, it is enough to prove
(3.20) π ˝v pζF idNq ˝v pplj,i,Nq -1 ˝v ϕ ˝v π “ π,
since the above equality implies that π ˝v pζF idNq ˝v pplj,i,Nq -1 ˝v ϕ “ idFbFN due to the universal property of
coequalizers. Consider the diagram
(3.21) FN
υN

pplj,i,FNq -1
–
//
1iFN
id
1i
υN

ζF idFN // FFN
idF υN

µF idN // FN
π

N
pplj,i,Nq -1
–
//
1iN
ζF idN // FN
π // F bF N
where the leftmost square commutes by the naturality of the left unitor plj,i,´ ; the middle square commutes by
the interchange law and the rightmost square commutes by definition of tensor products. Therefore we have
π ˝v pζF idNq ˝v pplj,i,Nq -1 ˝v ϕ ˝v π “ π ˝v pζF idNq ˝v pplj,i,Nq -1 ˝v υN
“ π ˝v pµF idNq ˝v pζF idFNq ˝v pplj,i,FNq -1
“ π ˝v plj,i,FN ˝v pplj,i,FNq -1 “ π.
Here the first equality follows from ϕ ˝v π “ υN; the second equality follows from the commutativity of the
diagram (3.21) and the third equality follows from the left unitality of the algebra 1-morphism pF, µF, ζFq inpCpi, iq and plj,i,FN “ pli,i,F idN. The claim follows. 
Let F “ pF, ∆F, ǫFq P Cpi, iq be a coalgebra 1-morphism, M “ pM, ρMq a right F-comodule in Cpi, kq and
N “ pN, λNq a left F-comodule in Cpj, iq.
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Definition 3.25. The cotensor product of M and N over the coalgebra 1-morphism F is defined as the equalizer
of the two 2-morphisms in the diagram
MN
ρM idN //
idM λN
// MFN .
This is a 1-morphism in Cpj, kq, which we denote by MlFN.
The dual statement of Corollary 3.21 is the following.
Proposition 3.26. Let F “ pF, ∆F, ǫFq P Cpi, iq be a coalgebra 1-morphism.
piq For any left F-comodule N “ pN, λNq in Cpj, iq, we have FlFN – N as left F-comodules.
piiq For any right F-comodule M “ pM, ρMq in Cpi, kq, we have MlFF –M as right F-comodules.
Remark 3.27. Note that (co)algebras, (co)modules, bi(co)modules and the respective homomorphisms in
the bilax-unital 2-category C (or C) are defined just as in C . Moreover, all statements in this subsection also
hold with respect to C (resp. C) and pC (resp. qC).
3.6. Internal Hom. In this subsection, we will switch to the set-up of the injective abelianization C of a fiax
category C and use the language of coalgebras. Note that all statements for coalgebra 1-morphisms associated
to oplax units and unitors have the obvious dual statements for algebra 1-morphisms associated the lax units
and unitors.
Let M be a finitary bilax 2-representation of a fiax category C . Denote by vectk the category of finite
dimensional k-vector spaces. Note that each Cpj, iq is equivalent to the full subcategory of injective objects
in Cpj, iq, see Subsection 2.2. For any X P Mpiq and Y P Mpjq, consider the unique (up to isomorphism)
left exact functor from Cpj, iq to vectk given by
F ÞÑ HomMpiqpX,MpFqY q, where F P Cpj, iq.
This left exact functor is representable. This means that there exists a unique (up to isomorphism) 1-morphism
HompY,Xq P Cpj, iq, called the internal hom from Y to X , such that there is a natural isomorphism
HomMpiqpX,MpFqY q – HomC pj,iqpHompY,Xq,Fq, for F P Cpj, iq.
Similarly to [MMMT, Lemma 4.2], the above natural isomorphism can be extended to any F P Cpj, iq,
namely,
(3.22) HomMpiqpX,MpFqY q – HomC pj,iqpHompY,Xq,Fq, for F P Cpj, iq
In fact, the internal hom assignment
Homp´,´q :Mpjq
op ˆMpiq Ñ Cpj, iq
is, naturally, a bifunctor.
Proposition 3.28. For any object X P Mpiq, the 1-morphism CX :“ HompX,Xq has the structure of a
coalgebra in Cpi, iq.
Proof. We follow [MMMT, Lemma 4.3] and [EGNO, Section 7.9]. We have the coevaluation map:
coevX,X : X ÑMpCXqX,
given by the pre-image of idCX under the isomorphism (3.22), by setting F “ CX and X “ Y . The comulti-
plication map
∆CX : CX Ñ CXCX
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is given by the image of pMpidCX qcoevX,Xq ˝v coevX,X under the isomorphism
HomMpjqpX,MpCXCXqXq – HomC pi,jqpCX ,CXCXq
since MpFqMpGq “MpFGq, for any F P Cpi, jq and G P Cpk, iq. The counit map
ǫCX : CX Ñ I
1
i
is given by the image of pu1iqX : X Ñ MpI
1
iqX “ MpI
1
iqX under the isomorphism (3.22), by setting F “ I
1
i
and X “ Y . Note that, by the naturality of the isomorphism (3.22), we have the following two commutative
diagrams:
(3.23)
X
coevX,X //
coevX,X

MpCXqX
Mp∆CX qX //MpCXCXqX
MpCXqX
MpidCX qcoevX,X //MpCXqMpCXqX
and X
coevX,X //
pu1iqX ''PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
MpCXqX
MpǫCX qX

MpI1iqX.
The coassociativity and the right counitality, as in [EGNO, Section 7.9], can be checked by a direct computation
using the natural isomorphism (3.22) and (2.11). Consider the commutative diagram
(3.24) MpCXqX
Mp∆CX qX //MpCXCXqX
MpǫCX idCX qX
||
X
pu1iqX ((❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘
coevX,X //
coevX,X
✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿
coevX,X
66❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
MpCXqX
MpidCX qcoevX,X //
MpǫCX qX

MpCXqMpCXqX
MpǫCX q idMpCX qX

MpI1iqX id
MpI1
i
q coevX,X
//MpI1iqMpCXqX
MpCXqX
pu1iqMpCX qXqqqqqqqqqqqq
88qqqqqqqqqqqq
Mpl1i,i,CX
qX
//MpI1iCXqX.
Here the top pentagon and the left middle triangle commute thanks to (3.23). The middle square and
the bottom left square commute by the naturalities of MpǫCX q and u
1
i respectively. The rightmost square
commutes by definition and the bottom middle triangle commutes due to (2.12). Therefore the two paths
along the boundary of the whole diagram (3.24) coincide with each other which implies that their images
under the the isomorphism (3.22) by setting F “ I1iCX and X “ Y also coincide. Hence the left counitality
follows. 
3.7. Categories of comodules. For any object X PMpiq, we have the bilax 2-representation comodC -CX
of C (see the end of Subsection 2.5 for definitions). Then we have the functor
Θj :Mpjq Ñ pcomodC -CXqpjq,
Y ÞÑ HompX,Y q,
for each j P ObC with the obvious assignment on morphisms.
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We have a result similar to [MMMT, Theorem 4.7] in the following general setting:
Theorem 3.29. Let M be a finitary bilax 2-representation of a fiax category C generated by some non-zero
object X PMpiq. Then the functors Θj give rise to an equivalence of bilax 2-representations of C between M
and comodC -CX . This equivalence can be restricted to an equivalence of finitary bilax 2-representations of C
between M and injC -CX .
The rest of the subsection is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.29.
Lemma 3.30. For any 1-morphism F P Cpj, kq and any object Y PMpjq, we have a natural isomorphism
(3.25) HompX,MpFqY q – FHompX,Y q
in C . Furthermore, the functors Θj form a bilax 2-natural transformation Θ of bilax 2-representations.
Proof. The first statement is proved similarly to [MMMT, Lemma 4.4]. We have the sequence of natural
isomorphisms:
HomC pHompX,MpFqY q, Gq – HomMpkqpMpFqY, MpGqXq
– HomMpjqpY, MpF
‹qMpGqXq
“ HomMpjqpY, MpF
‹GqXq
– HomC pHompX,Y q, F
‹Gq
– HomC pFHompX,Y q, Gq,
(3.26)
for any 1-morphism G P Cpi, kq. To obtain the second statement, one needs to prove that (3.25) satisfies the
coherence conditions (2.12), (2.13) and (2.14). The proof of (2.12) is similar to that of [MMMT, Lemma 4.4].
We only prove (2.13) since (2.14) is proved using a similar computation. It suffices to prove that, for any
Y PMpjq and G P Cpi, jq, the map
´ ˝v li,j,HompX,Y q : HomC pHompX,Y q,Gq Ñ HomC pIjHompX,Y q,Gq
is equal the composite
HomC pHompX,Y q, Gq
ϕ1
ÝÑ HomMpjqpY, MpGqXq
´˝v pujqY // HomMpjqpMpIjqY, MpGqXq
ϕ2
ÝÑ HomC pHompX,MpIjqY q, Gq
ϕ -1
2ÝÝÑ HomMpjqpMpIjqY, MpGqXq
ϕ3
ÝÑ HomMpjqpY, MpI
1
jqMpGqXq “ HomMpjqpY, MpI
1
jGqXq
ϕ4
ÝÑ HomC pHompX,Y q, I
1
jGq
ϕ5
ÝÑ HomC pIjHompX,Y q, Gq,
where we note that pIjq
‹ “ I1j and each ϕi is a natural isomorphism. Therefore, the equality we need to prove
is the following:
(3.27) pϕ -14 ˝v ϕ
-1
5 qpγ ˝v li,j,HompX,Y qq “ ϕ3pϕ1pγq ˝v pujqY q,
for any 2-morphism γ : HompX,Y q Ñ G in C . Denote by
α : I1j Ñ I
1
jIj and β : IjI
1
j Ñ Ij
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the adjunction morphisms for the adjoint pair pIj, I
1
jq. Consider the diagram
(3.28) Y
pu1jqY

coevX,Y //MpHompX,Y qqX
pu1jqMpHompX,Y qqX

MpI1jqY
MpαqY

id
MpI1
j
q coevX,Y
//MpI1jqMpHompX,Y qqX
MpαqMpHompX,Y qqX

MpI1jIjqY
id
MpI1
j
Ijq
coevX,Y
//MpI1jIjqMpHompX,Y qqX
MpI1jqMpIjqY
id
MpI1
j
qpujqY

id
MpI1
j
qMpIjq
coevX,Y
//MpI1jqMpIjqMpHompX,Y qqX
id
MpI1
j
qpujqMpHompX,Y qqX

MpI1jqY
id
MpI1
j
q coevX,Y
//MpI1jqMpHompX,Y qqX,
where coevX,Y : Y ÑMpHompX,Y qqX is the pre-image of idHompX,Y q under the isomorphism
HomMpjqpY, MpHompX,Y qqXq – HomC pi,jqpHompX,Y q, HompX,Y qq.
In (3.28), the top and the second squares commute due to the naturalities of u1j and Mpαq respectively; the
third square commutes by definition and the bottom square commutes due to the naturality of uj. Therefore
the whole diagram (3.28) commutes. Computing the left hand-side of (3.27), we have
pϕ -14 ˝v ϕ
-1
5 qpγ ˝v li,j,HompX,Y qq “ ϕ
-1
4
´
pidI1j
`
γ ˝v li,j,HompX,Y qq
˘
˝v
`
α idHompX,Y q
˘
˝v l
1
i,j,HompX,Y q
¯
“ ϕ -14
`
pidI1j γq ˝v pidI1j li,j,HompX,Y qq ˝v pα idHompX,Y qq ˝v l
1
i,j,HompX,Y q
˘
“MpidI1j γqX ˝vMpidI1j li,j,HompX,Y qqX ˝v Mpα idHompX,Y qqX
˝v Mpl
1
i,j,HompX,Y qqX ˝v coevX,Y
“MpidI1j γqX ˝v pidMpI1jqpujqMpHompX,Y qqXq ˝v Mpα idHompX,Y qqX
˝v pu
1
jqMpHompX,Y qqX ˝v coevX,Y
“MpidI1j γqX ˝v pidMpI1jq coevX,Y q ˝v pidMpI1jqpujqY q ˝v MpαqY ˝v pu
1
jqY ,
where the first equality holds due to the proof of Proposition 2.22; the second equality holds by the interchange
law; the third equality holds by the naturality of the isomorphism (3.22), that is, we have the commutative
diagram:
(3.29) HomC pi,jqpHompX,Y q, HompX,Y qq
– //
δ˝v´

HomMpjqpY, MpHompX,Y qqXq
MpδqX˝v´

HomC pi,jqpHompX,Y q, Hq
– // HomMpjqpY, MpHqXq;
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for any δ P HomC pi,jqpHompX,Y q, Hq; the fourth equality holds by (2.11) and the fifth equality holds due to
the commutativity of (3.28). Computing the right hand-side of (3.27), we have
ϕ3pϕ1pγq ˝v pujqY q “ ϕ3pMpγqX ˝v coevX,Y ˝v pujqY q
“MpidI1j γqX ˝v pidMpI1jq coevX,Y q ˝v pidMpI1jqpujqY q ˝v MpαqY ˝v pu
1
jqY ,
where the first equality holds by (3.29) and the last equality holds due to the proof of Proposition 2.22. This
proves the equality (3.27). 
Lemma 3.31. Let C be a coalgebra 1-morphism in Cpi, iq for some i P ObC . For any M P pcomodC -Cqpjq
and any 1-morphism F P Cpi, jq, we have an isomorphism
(3.30) Homcomod
C
-CpM,FCq – HomC pM,Fq.
Proof. By Proposition 3.20, the coalgebra 1-morphism C is also a coalgebra 1-morphism in qCpi, iq Ď Cpi, iq
with the comultiplication map ∆C and the new counit map ζ
1
C. Define a k-linear map Φ from the left-hand
side to the right-hand side of (3.30) by sending any right C-comodule homomorphism α : M Ñ FC to the
composite
M
α // FC
idF ζ
1
C // F11i
pqr1i,j,Fq -1
–
// F .
Define a k-linear map Ψ from the right-hand side to the left-hand side of (3.30) by sending any 2-morphism
β : MÑ F to the composite
M
ρM // MC
β idC // FC,
which is, obviously, a right C-comodule homomorphism.
We now claim that ΨΦ “ id and ΦΨ “ id. On the one hand, consider the diagram
(3.31) M
ρM //
α
%%❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
MC
α idC // FCC
idF ζ
1
C
idC // F11iC
pqr1i,j,Fq -1 idC //
idFpql1i,i,Cq -1▼
▼▼▼
▼
&&▼▼
▼▼▼
FC
FC
idF∆C
88rrrrrrrrrrrrrr
FC,
where the left square commutes if α is a right C-comodule homomorphism; the middle square commutes thanks
to the left counitality of the coalgebra 1-morphism pC, ∆C, ζ
1
Cq in
qCpi, iq; and the right triangle commutes
by the condition (2.2). The commutativity of (3.31) implies that ΨΦpαq “ α, for any right C-comodule
homomorphism α : MÑ FC. On the other hand, consider the diagram
(3.32) M
ρM //
qr1i,j,M %%❑❑❑❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
MC
β idC //
idM ζ
1
C

FC
idF ζ
1
C // F11i
pqr1i,j,Fq -1 // F
M11i
β id
1
1
i✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐
44✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐
pqr1i,j,Mq -1 // M,
β
OO
where the left triangle commutes thanks to Corollary 3.22 piiq; the top middle square commutes by the
interchange law; and the right square commutes due to the naturality of qr1i,j,´ . The commutativity of (3.32)
implies that ΦΨpβq “ β, for any 2-morphism β : MÑ F. The claim follows. 
Lemma 3.32. For any Y PMpjq, the object ΘjpY q “ HompX,Y q is injective in pcomodC -CXqpjq. That is,
the functor Θj factors through pinjC -CXqpjq, for each j P ObC .
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Proof. By Lemma 3.6 and the fact that the object X generates M, it is enough to prove the statement for
Y “MpFqX , where F P Cpi, jq. By Lemma 3.30, we have the isomorphism
HompX,MpFqXq – FHompX,Xq “ FCX .
By Lemma 3.31, we obtain
HomcomodC -CX p´,FCXq – HomC p´,Fq.
Therefore the injectivity of FCX follows from the injectivity of F in C . The proof is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 3.29. Using Lemma 3.30, Lemma 3.31 (by setting C :“ CX), Lemma 3.32, Theorem 3.29 is
proved mutatis mutandis [MMMT, Theorem 4.7]. 
3.8. Morita-Takeuchi theory. Let C “ pC , I “ tIi| i P ObCu, I
1 “ tI1i| i P ObCuq be a fiax category, and
F “ pF, ∆F, ǫFq P Cpi, iq and G “ pG, ∆G, ǫGq P Cpj, jq two coalgebra 1-morphisms.
Proposition 3.33. As bilax 2-representations of C , comodC -F and comodC -G are equivalent if and only if
there exist bi-injective bicomodule 1-morphisms M “ FMG and N “ GNF in C and bicomodule 2-isomorphisms
f : F
– // MlGN and g : G
– // NlFM,
such that the following diagrams commute:
M
– //
–

MlGG
idM l g

FlFM
fl idM // MlGNlFM
and N
– //
–

NlFF
idN l f

GlGN
gl idM // NlFMlGN,
where the isomorphism are from Proposition 3.26.
In this case, F and G are said to be Morita-Takeuchi equivalent.
Proof. Mutatis mutandis [MMMT, Theorem 5.1]. 
3.9. Correspondence between coalgebras and 2-representations. The two previous subsections say
that bilax 2-representations of C with certain conditions (e.g. finitary and having a generator) correspond to
coalgebra 1-morphisms in C , and the equivalence of bilax 2-representations gives Morita-Tacheuchi equivalence
of the corresponding coalgebras. If C is a fiat 2-category, then all coalgebra 1-morphisms in C arise in this
way since injC -C is finitary for any coalgebra C in C (we do not know a reference for this exact statement,
so we prove it in Corollary 3.39, another proof is expected to appear in [MMMTZ2]), so that we have a
correspondence between finitary 2-represntations of C and all coalgebras in C . For a fiax category C , however,
it seems that we need to restrict to certain coalgebras in C to have such a correspondence. To characterize
such coalgebras, let C be a coalgebra in Cpi, iq and consider the bilax 2-representation
CC :“ addCtFC | F P Cpi, jq, j P ObCu
of C . That is, each CCpjq is the additive idempotent split closure of tFC |F P Cpi, jqu in pcomodC -Cqpjq,
for each j P ObC .
Lemma 3.34. Let C “ pC,∆C, ǫCq be a coalgebra in Cpi, iq. Then for any 1-morphism F in Cpi, jq for some
j P ObC , the 1-morphism FCF‹ has the canonical structure of a coalgebra in Cpj, jq.
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Proof. Assume that the 2-morphisms αF : I
1
i Ñ F
‹F and βF : FF
‹ Ñ Ij are the adjunction morphisms for the
adjoint pair pF,F‹q. Then the comultiplication is given by the composition
FCF‹
idF∆C idF‹ // FCCF‹
idF r
1
i,i,C idCF‹ // FCI1iCF
‹ idFC αF idCF‹ // FCF‹FCF‹
which is by (2.4) the same as
FCF‹
idF∆C idF‹ // FCCF‹
idFC l
1
i,i,C idF‹ // FCI1iCF
‹ idFC αF idCF‹ // FCF‹FCF‹
To define the counit map, recall that C is also a coalgebra with respect to 11i by the proof of Proposition 3.20
(see the proof Proposition 3.19) where the new counit is denoted by ζ 1C. Now, the counit for FCF
‹ is given by
FCF‹
idF ζ
1
C
idF‹ // F11iF
‹
prˇ1i,j,Fq
-1 idF‹ // FF‹
βF // Ij
pξ1jq
‹
//
1
1
j
ξj // I1j,
noting that we have prˇ1i,j,Fq
-1 idF‹ “ idFplˇ
1
j,i,F‹q
-1 by (2.4) for the second map.
Both associativity and unitality follow, for example, similarly to [MMMTZ1, Lemma 9]. 
In particular, from Lemma 3.34 it follows that the 1-morphism IiCI
1
i has the canonical structure of a coalge-
bra.
Lemma 3.35. Let 0 ‰ X P Mpiq and F P Cpi, jq for some j P ObC be such that MpFqX ‰ 0. Then we
have
HompMpFqX,MpFqXq – FCXF
‹
and the coalgebra structure in Proposition 3.28 agrees with the coalgebra structure in Lemma 3.34.
Proof. Mutatis mutandis the proof of [MMMTZ1, Proposition 11]. 
Proposition 3.36. The bilax 2-representation CC is finitary and is equivalent to injC -IiCI
1
i.
Proof. The first claim follows from C being finitary. Indeed, to see that CC has finitely many indecomposable
1-morphisms, it is enough to note that FC decomposes into finitely many summands in C and has less
summands in comodC -C. Similarly, the morphism spaces in pcomodC -Cqpjq, for any j P ObC , are smaller
than those in Cpi, jq and thus finite dimensional.
For the second claim, we apply Theorem 3.29 to CC by setting X “ IiC P CC. The assumptions of The-
orem 3.29 are satisfied: CC “ CX (because the lax unit Ii is split) and CC is finitary by the above. By
Lemma 3.35, the internal End agrees with IiCI
1
i as coalgebras. Thus Theorem 3.29 implies CC » injC -IiCI
1
i
as bilax 2-representations of C . 
Proposition 3.37. Let C be a coalgebra 1-morphism in Cpi, iq. Then the following are equivalent.
piq injC -C » CC (as bilax 2-representations of C);
piiq C is Morita-Takeuchi equivalent to IiCI
1
i;
piiiq injC -C is finitary and C injC -C “ injC -C.
We call such a coalgebra finitary.
Proof. piqôpiiqñpiiiq follows from Proposition 3.36.
For piiiqñpiiq, we apply Theorem 3.29 to injC -C by setting X “ IiC (note that IiC P injC -C by Lemma 3.31).
Then by in Lemma 3.35, we have HompX,Xq – IiCI
1
i and so piiq follows. 
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Proposition 3.38. Let C be a coalgebra 1-morphism in Cpi, iq. If C P pinjC -Cqpiq, then C is finitary.
Proof. Note that C P pinjC -Cqpiq implies that l
1
i,i,C : C Ñ I
1
iC is split as a C-comodule map, thus we
have C P CC. Since CC is finitary, as proved in Proposition 3.36, we can apply Theorem 3.29 to X “ C.
Then similarly to Lemma 3.35, we can show that HompC,Cq – C and we obtain the desired equivalence
injC -C » CC. 
Corollary 3.39. If C is a fiat 2-category, then any coalgebra C P Cpi, iq for any i P ObC is finitary.
Proof. Since Ii “ I
1
i is the (strict) identity 1-morphism 1i in this case, Proposition 3.36 implies CC » injC -C.
The claim now follows from Proposition 3.38 since C “ 1iC P CC. 
The above motivates the following questions, for which we have no answers at the moment.
Question 3.40. Is there a coalgebra 1-morphism that is not finitary? Is there a finitary coalgebra 1-morphism
that is not injective? Is there a relation between the condition on injC -C to be finitary and the condition
CpinjC -Cq “ injC -C?
Recall from Subsection 3.3 and Remark 3.18 that a bilax 2-representationM of C with the condition C M “M
can be lifted to a 2-representation of qC . On the other hand, by Theorem 3.29, such a bilax 2-representation, if
finitary, is equivalent to injC -CX , for some coalgebra 1-morphism CX in C . The same is true for
qC . Moreover,
in qC , any coalgebra is finitary by Corollary 3.39. To put all these in one picture, we generalize the notion of
a coalgebra 1-morphism to a collection of coalgebra 1-morphisms pCiqiPObC , that is, we say that pCiqiPObC
is finitary if each Ci is finitary and so on. Then we have the following picture.
"
finitary bilax 2-representations
of C with CM “M
*
{ »
"
finitary 2-representations
of qC
*
{ »
tfinitary coalgebras in Cu{ „ tcoalgebras in pqCqu{ „
M ÞÑ |M
CpM|C q ÐßM
Theorem 3.29
Proposition 3.33
Proposition 3.37 [EGNO, Section 7]
[MMMT]
Corollary 3.39
Here “»” denotes the equivalence of bilax 2-representations and “„” the Morita-Takeuchi equivalence of
coalgebras. The bijection in the top row is a consequence of Theorem 3.16.
3.10. Cells and Duflo 1-morphisms. We complete this section with some results on the combinatorial
structures of bilax-unital 2-categories, following [MM1, Section 4] and [MM2, Section 3].
Definition 3.41. For any two indecomposable 1-morphisms F,G in a 2-semicategory C , we say F ďL G if
there exists a 1-morphism H in C such that G is isomorphic to a direct summand of HF. The preorder ďL
is called the left preorder. The equivalence classes with respect to ďL are called the left cell. We denoted by
„L the corresponding equivalence relation, in the sense that, for any two 1-morphism F,G, we have F „L G
if and only if, both F ďL G and G ďL F.
Similarly, one can define the right and the two-sided preorders, denoted by ďR and ďJ respectively, and the
corresponding right and two-sided cells, denoted by R and J respectively.
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A two-sided cell J is called strongly regular if the intersection of each left cell in J and each right cell in
J consists of exactly one element. A 2-semicategory C is called strongly regular if all its two-sided cells are
strongly regular.
Now assume that C “ pC , I “ tIi| i P ObCu, I
1 “ tI1i| i P ObCuq is a fiax category. For each object i, we
have one of the following two cases:
‚ C contains the identity 1-morphism 1i which implies that li,i,1i “ ri,i,1i “ id1i . In this case, it is
clear that Cpi, iq “ pCpi, iq.
‚ C does not contain any 1-morphism isomorphic to the identity 1-morphism 1i. In this case, each
category pCpi, iq has, up to isomorphism, exactly one indecomposable 1-morphism more than Cpi, iq,
namely 1i. The 1-morphism 1i forms a left, right, and two-sided cell on its own and this cell is
minimal with respect to the corresponding preorders.
Therefore, in either case, the cell structures in C are preserved under the embedding C ãÑ pC . Let L be a
left cell in C . Viewing L as a left cell in pC and following [MM1, Proposition 17] one can define the Duflo
1-morphism DL in L to be the unique 1-morphism, up to isomorphism, such that the minimal submodule of
P
1i
in the category Pipiq, the quotient by which is annihilated by all 1-morphisms in L, has simple top LDL .
By construction, we have a 2-morphism
(3.33) dL : DL Ñ 1i
such that any non-zero 2-morphism FÑ 1i factors through dL, if F P addpLq.
An interesting question is that whether one can define Duflo 1-morphism by only using the bilax-unital
structure of C itself without going through pC . So far we didn’t find such a definition.
4. Examples
4.1. The category DA. Let A be a finite dimensional, self-injective, basic k-algebra and te1, . . . enu a com-
plete set of primitive orthogonal idempotents of A. For any 1 ď i, j ď n, denote by iAj a basis of the
k-space eiAej chooses with respect to the socle filtration and which contains the element ei, when i “ j. Set
A :“
ď
1ďi,jďn
iAj. Let tr be the unique linear map from A to k such that, for all a P A, we have
trpaq “
#
1, if a P socpAq
Ş
A;
0, otherwise.
For a P A, we denote by a˚ the unique element in A which satisfies
trpba˚q “
#
1, if b “ a;
0, if b P Aztau.
Define DA to be a bilax-unital 2-category such that
‚ ObDA “ t1, . . . , nu (each object i is a small category equivalent to addpAeiq);
‚ 1-morphisms in each category DApi, jq are functors isomorphic to the ones given by tensoring with
the projective A-A-bimodules in addpAei bk ejAq, that is, the additive closure of Aei bk ejA in the
category of A-A-bimodules;
‚ 2-morphisms are given by natural transformations between those functors which are in one to one
correspondence with A-A-bimodule homomorphisms;
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‚ the lax unit Ii is isomorphic to the functor of tensoring with the A-A-bimodule Aei bk eiA and the
associated left and right lax unitor maps are given by the natural transformations which correspond
to the following A-A-bimodule homorphisms, respectively:
Aei bk eiAbA Aei bk ejA Ñ Aei bk ejAÿ
s
asei b eibs b
ÿ
t
ctei b ejdt ÞÑ
ÿ
s,t
aseibsctei b ejdt,
Aei bk ejAbA Aej bk ejA Ñ Aei bk ejAÿ
s
asei b ejbs b
ÿ
t
ctej b ejdt ÞÑ
ÿ
s,t
asei b ejbsctejdt;
‚ the oplax unit I1i is isomorphic to the functor of tensoring with the A-A-bimodule Aei bk eiA and the
associated left and right oplax unitor maps are given by the natural transformations which correspond
to the following A-A-bimodule homorphisms, respectively:
Aei bk ejA Ñ Aei bk eiAbA Aei bk ejAÿ
s
bsei b ejcs ÞÑ
ÿ
s
ÿ
aPA
bsaei b eia
˚ b ei b ejcs,
Aei bk ejA Ñ Aei bk ejAbA Aej bk ejAÿ
s
bsei b ejcs ÞÑ
ÿ
s
ÿ
aPA
bsei b ej b aej b eja
˚cs.
We emphasize the major difference between DA and the 2-category CA from [MM1, Subsection 7.3]: in DA
we do not take any functors isomorphic to the regular A-A-bimodule AAA or any variation of it.
Since A is finite dimensional, DA is a finitary bilax-unital 2-category. Denote by Fij the functor isomorphic
to tensoring with the A-A-bimodule Aei bk ejA. Note that DA has only one two-sided cell which is strongly
regular. Indeed, we have n left cells, that is, Li “ tFji|1 ď j ď nu, 1 ď i ď n, and n right cells, that is,
Ri “ tFij |1 ď j ď nu, 1 ď i ď n.
Proposition 4.1. If A is weakly symmetric, then DA is a fiax category.
Proof. If A is weakly symmetric, then we have the adjoint pair pAeibk ejAbA ´, Aej bk eiAbA ´q in the DA
with adjunction morphisms given by
Aej bk ejA Ñ Aej bk eiAbA Aei bk ejAÿ
s
bsej b ejcs ÞÑ
ÿ
s
bsej b ei b ei b ejcs
and
Aei bk ejAbA Aej bk eiA Ñ Aei bk eiAÿ
s
asei b ejbs b
ÿ
t
ctej b eidt ÞÑ
ÿ
s,t
trpbsctqasei b eidt.
This allows one to define a weak involution p´q
‹ in the obvious way. Alternatively, one can refer to the proof
of Proposition 4.2 for details in a more general case. The claim follows. 
For the converse of Proposition 4.1, note that DA, in addition to consisting of one two-sided cell, has the
property that any of its nontrivial 2-ideal contains some identity 2-morphism idF. Following [MM2], we call
this property being J -simple. Now, if C is a fiax category with one two-sided cell which is strongly regular and
J -simple, then we can find a finite dimensional weakly symmetric basic algebra A so that C is biequivalent
to DA. This follows from a similar result for fiat categories from [MM3]. Note that pC is J -simple, has the
same strongly regular two-sided cell as C , and each of the added 1-morphisms forms a two-sided cell by itself.
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Such a fiat 2-category is biequivalent to yDA by [MM3, Theorem 13]. And the biequivalence is restricted to
a biequivalence (of bilax-unital 2-categories) between C and DA. We emphasize that this biequivalence does
not take into account the weak involution p´q
‹, that is, the weak involution p´q
‹ may not commute with the
biequivalence. Even in the fiat setting of [MM3], we do not have a complete classification of possible weak
involutions.
4.2. The category CJ . Let C be a fiat 2-category and J a two-sided cell in C . Let L1, ¨ ¨ ¨Ln, where n is
a positive integer, be a complete list of left cells in J . Denote by Ri “ L
‹
i . By [MM1, Proposition 17], the
intersection Hi “ Li
Ş
Ri contains exactly one Duflo 1-morphism, denoted by Di. Let di : Di Ñ 1ii be the
corresponding defining 2-morphism, cf. Subsection 3.10. Using (3.33), we define two natural transformations
given by
di idF : DiFÑ F and idG di : GDi Ñ G,
where F,G run through all 1-morphisms whenever DiF and GDi make sense. One also have the dual natural
transformations given by pdi idFq
‹ “ idF‹pdiq
‹ and pidG diq
‹ “ pdiq
‹ idG‹ .
Consider the 2-semicategory CpJ q consisting of all the objects of sources and targets of 1-morphisms in J
and
(4.1) CpJ q :“ addptF | F ěJ J uq{I ,
where I is the unique maximal 2-ideal which does not contain any idF, for F P J . Define CJ to be a
bilax-unital 2-category such that
‚ ObCJ “ t1, . . . , nu;
‚ CJ pi, jq :“ addpRi
Ş
Ljq for any 1 ď i, j ď n, that is, the 2-full 2-semisubcategory of CpJ q consisting
of objects in addpRi
Ş
Ljq;
‚ the horizontal composition is inherited from C ;
‚ each Di is a lax unit with the lax unitors lj,i,F “ di idF and ri,k,G “ idG di for any 1-morphisms
F P CJ pj, iq and G P CJ pi, kq;
‚ each pDiq
‹ is an oplax unit with the oplax unitors l1j,i,F “ pri,j,F‹ q
‹ and r1i,k,G “ plk,i,G‹q
‹ for any
1-morphisms F P CJ pj, iq and G P CJ pi, kq.
The fact that CJ is a finitary bilax-unital 2-category due to the definition and the fact that C is finitary.
Proposition 4.2. The finitary bilax-unital 2-category CJ is fiax.
Proof. The weak involution p´q
‹ on C restricts to a weak involution on CJ , which we still denoted by p´q
‹.
We need to prove that pF,F‹q is an adjoint pair in CJ , for any 1-morphism F P CJ pi, jq. In the fiat 2-category
C , we have the following adjunction morphisms
α : 1ii Ñ F
‹F and β : FF‹ Ñ 1ij ,
for the adjoint pair pF,F‹q. The latter adjunction morphisms also belong to CpJ q. Since FF‹ P addpLjq, the
2-morphism β factors through dj , that is, there exists a 2-morphism β
1 : FF‹ Ñ Dj such that β “ dj ˝v β
1. By
the dual argument, the 2-morphism α factors through pdiq
‹, that is, there exists a 2-morphism α1 : Di Ñ F
‹F
such that α “ α1 ˝v pdiq
‹. We claim that α1 and β1 give adjunction morphisms for the adjoint pair pF,F‹q in
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CJ . By definition, the diagram
F
r1i,j,F“idFpdiq
‹
// FDi
idF α
1
// FF‹F
β1 idF // DjF
li,j,F“dj idF // F
F
idF α // FF‹F
β idF // F,
commutes. This implies that the path along the consecutive arrows from F to F in the top row equals
pidF αq ˝v pβ idFq and hence equals idF by adjunction. The other condition can be proved similarly and the
claim follows. 
Remark 4.3. Note that CpJ q and CJ might have different number of objects. Even though they have the
same 1- and 2-morphisms, CpJ q might not be fiax in general.
4.3. Comparing the first two examples. Let A be a finite dimensional, basic, connected and weakly sym-
metric algebra. Denote by CA the 2-category whose object set consists of only one object ♣ (identified with
a small category equivalent to the category of left A-modules), 1-morphisms given by functors isomorphic to
those tensoring with A-A-bimodules in addptA, Abk Auq and 2-morphisms given by natural transformations
between those functors. The 2-category CA is fiat with at most two two-sided cells, that is, J0 consisting
of the identity 1-morphism which corresponds to A and the two-sided cell J consisting of all 1-morphisms
which correspond to indecomposable projective A-A-bimodules. Let te1, . . . , enu be a complete set of prim-
itive orthogonal idempotents of A. Then the associated pCAqJ from Subection 4.2 coincides with DA in
Subection 4.1.
4.4. Soergel bimodules. Let k “ C. For any finite Coxeter groupW “ pW,Sq, one can define the 2-category
S of Soergel bimodules over the coinvariant algebra of W as in [KMMZ]. Note that S is a fiat 2-category
with one object. The 1-morphisms are indexed by the element in W and left/right/two-sided cells in S are
given by the Kazhdan-Lusztig left/right/two-sided cells in the Hecke algebra of pW,Sq; see [So] and [EW] for
details. The Duflo 1-morphisms are the so-called Duflo involutions which are self-adjoint. Therefore, in the
associated fiax category SJ with respect to any two-side cell J , we have that Ii “ I
‹
i “ I
1
i, for each object
i P ObSJ .
4.5. G-symmetric projective bimodules. Let G be any finite abelian group and A a finite dimensional,
weakly symmetric, k-algebra with G-action. Assume that the characteristic of k does not divide |G|. One can
define the 2-category GA of projective symmetric bimodules, cf. [MMZ]. Note that it is a fiat 2-category with
n`1 two-sided cells, where n is the number of connected components of A. In this case, the Duflo 1-morphism
of a left cell is not self-dual in general. Therefore, in the associated fiax category pGAqJ with respect to the
maximal two-sided cell, we have Ii fl I
1
i, for some object i. One can also refer to [KMMZ, Subsection 9.3] for
an example in the case |G| “ 2.
4.6. Projective modules over group algebras. Let G be a finite group and k an algebraically closed field.
Consider the category G-mod of all finite dimensional G-modules (over k). If the characteristic of k divides
|G|, the category G-mod might have infinitely many isomorphism classes of indecomposable objects and so
be non-finitary. The category G-mod has the usual structure of a monoidal category with respect to the
usual tensor product of G-modules. The unit object for this monoidal structure is the trivial G-module. The
category G-mod has both involution and adjunctions, see [EGNO, Example 2.10.13].
Consider the category G-proj of projective G-modules (or, more precisely, a small category equivalent to it).
This category is always finitary. If the characteristic of k does not divide |G|, the categories G-mod and G-proj
coincide (and are semi-simple), in particular, G-proj is a fiat 2-category. If the characteristic of k divides |G|,
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the monoidal structure on G-mod equips G-proj with an associative tensor product. Further, G-proj is a fiax
category in which the lax (resp., oplax) unit is the projective cover (resp., injective envelope) of the trivial
G-module. (Note that the projective cover and injective envelope coincide in G-mod). The unitors are given
by the horizontal composition with the canonical projection (resp., injection) between the trivial module and
its projective cover (resp., injective envelope).
We can in fact think of G-proj as an instance of the construction from Subsection 4.2. Let C be (a small
category equivalent to) G-mod. Then the indecomposable projectives (which are also injectives) in C form a
two-sided cell J . Note that, to define CJ as a 2-semicategory, we do not need C to be finitary. If further J
is finite, we can give a natural bilax-unital structure to CJ , since the Duflo 1-morphisms (which serve as lax
units) exist in J . In this example, we know that the projective cover of the trivial module is naturally a lax
unit in G-proj, which makes CJ fiax.
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